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The following table contains spans of text from transcribed interviews that were selected as significant for
our research questions during qualitative coding in the software MaxQDA. A “W” prefacing a number
indicates the segment of text was from an interview with WARP participants while a “P” indicates the
text was drawn from interviews at PKAP. Within projects, segments are presented in chronological order,
from earliest interview and position within that interview to last interview and position therein. Text follows
E-CURATORS transcription conventions.
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P1 Brandon: Sure, so at PKAP, I’m co-director of PKAP. Umm so when I took over the project uhh
we were, I uhh kind of discussed with Bill, Scott and Dave that we would wait until publication
is out before we started doing active fieldwork. Umm that publication has since been delayed a
little bit, uhh and then they were, they were very receptive to me starting last year. Uhh in the
lead up to last year, I was contacted by uhh Tom, or Thomas Landvatter, uhh who is the co-
director, obviously, with me on the project. He umm, he was working in Egypt, basically the, the
whole Arab spring and all that kinda, he didn’t have a lot of opportunities to go back to Egypt at
that point, and he and I met in Cyprus, and he was kind of looking around for a project. At the
time he was maybe thinking of doing something in Polis, but he, he is also a Hellenistic person
and saw the value of Vigla, and from there he gave me a call and said, you know, he uhh was
looking to, to kind of come on the project, and at that point invited him as co-director. So the
way we kind of delineate our roles umm, it’s, it kinda responsibility, authority is kind of equally
delegated between both of us. Umm I uhh, my, my specific responsibilities that I do not share
with Tom are the technical aspects to everything. So GIS, photogrammetry, that stuff, that’s my
background, uhh right around that, that’s my interest, so when it comes to recording of that
stuff, I’m primarily responsible for that. When it comes to, kind of on the ground field
responsibilities, we split, split those uhh roles uhh pretty equally there. Uhh publication wise,
grant writing, all those things we split as well.

P2 Brandon: Okay. Obviously the importance of archaeology is spatial control. That’s always the
primary concern with everything. What you’re finding, where you’re finding it. It’s a primary
key in the interpretation (unclear), in terms of processing, about the site or (unclear). So spatial
control is of the utmost uhh, importance of that. So obviously with, over the last twenty years
really, the incorporation of GIS, geographic information systems, into the process, has been
very important. Umm primary issues with GIS, obviously, is you’re looking at space in a uhh X
and Y, meaning uhh you can display data with X and Y coordinates, but you’re missing the Z,
you’re missing the elevation. Sure, you can put elevation points on there, to say this is higher
than this, but umm interpreting that in a visual way becomes a little bit more difficult. So we, of
course, did that with GIS because that’s become standard process at this point, umm and then
with that, with the photogrammetry, the idea here that is making the GIS and the photo-
grammetry talk to each other. Now we’re not at a point yet where we can take some three-
dimensional model, throw it into the GIS, put finds in and move it all around. We’re not there
yet. Uhh but where we are is using that photogrammetry as a uhh, as an analytical resource, in
that we can go out, we can take pictures, we can have specific spatial benchmarks within those
pictures. We can then take that information, process it, into a three dimensional model, a very
very accurate three dimensional model, that we can then use for visualization purposes. We can
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then transform info a geo-referenced flat two dimensional units that we can then bring into the
GIS that we can then use as a basis for recording digitally features, uhh individual artefacts,
into points and the like, for publication purposes. And then basically being able to pull up some
of these models and comparing, in our case anyway, wall construction and height and things,
become able uhh two or three of these things and look at them simultaneously, as opposed to
just flipping through pictures. Umm so there’s the analytical value of just the visual as well. And
so that’s, we’ve incorporated that, uhh we really kind of began in earnest in 2012 after that
publication, and then have adopted in every year since. And we’ve been refining it and
tweaking it as we go, just (unclear) a little better, as our needs are more kind of realized as
we’re, as we’re going through more and more excavation units. Umm but that photogrammetry
becomes, it’s now just a cog in, in kind of the recording machine, if you will.
Zack: That’s interesting.
Brandon: Seeing it as more of a tool, not the end all and be all. Because none of this stuff is.
There’s no one great wonderful recodording way of doing this. We we do that, tjat’s high level
stuff. We tested the accuracy, vertically, knowing it would (unclear) a couple millimetres, that’s
high level techie stuff. Uhh but when when we’re out there, we’re writing on forms with paper
and pencil, and that is a, that is a conscious decision that we made.

P3 Brandon: Sure, so as far as publication goes to the general public, academic public or what-
ever, the primary means by which that stuff is published is in a two dimensional way. Umm and
you’re going after tenure, going after tenure promotion or whatever, it’s all about those peer-
reviewed academic publications. Peer-reviewed academic publications are paper based.
They’re in a PDF. So there are ways in which that we have gone to incorporate this information
in one way or another into these publications. Uhh and uhh, the first way is through 3D PDF.
You can upload a 3D PDF, but obviously provided that the person that is reading that article is
reading it online or in a digital way, they can then maneuver it and manipulate it around, that’s
a possibility. The most common way of using these tools are in that flattened out, orthorectified
image. You can publish that and show that, yep this is, it’s, we have a five by five metre trench,
you can’t get that (entire image) from a picture. Even if you’re way up top taking a picture down,
eventually when you zoom down into it you get pixellation (unclear). What this program allows
you to do, you take 150 to 200 photos, depending on the complexity of the trench, you can then
create this image, that you can then zoom in and out on. Uhh but, again, it’s printed in a fixed
paper way, so the, the, kind of, the value of some of these three dimensional, or this photoscan
products aren’t fully, kind of, (realized in a good form). But yeah, things like Open Context and
other place, where you can, you can put an .obj and you can flip it around SketchFab, same
thing, it’s not, you can output a model and kind of see it animating around. Uhh so you can do
that. But the utility of that is more for just observation, so it’s not related to a (unclear). It’s just,
oh wow, that’s pretty, that’s cool, oh that wall is big, that’s great. But going in to measure, going
in and comparing side by side, things, there’s more, kind of, again, analytical tools that are kind
of lost in translation sometimes.

P4 Brandon: Uhh the biggest importance is in that ability to map. Obviously in archaeology we
take pictures, that’s fine too, but if you’re mapping things to a very specific degree of accuracy.
And the traditional methods has been more of a manual, like sure you might shoot in a couple
things with a total station but if you a pot drop, or a ashlar tumble or whatever that needs to be
mapped out, you’re, you get a couple stick tapes, and you’ve got a plumbob and a level, and
then a line level, you’re taking all these points based on your trench (unclear), you’re then uhh
taking in information, translating it on to a piece of graph paper, and then kind of sketching in
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that based on a couple control points. Doing that for every rock, for every feature, for every
stone, and it takes forever. Uhh the, being able to use a program, uhh a photogrammatic
program that can produce a very highly accurate image that you can then, that’s already scaled,
it has a coordinate system embedded into it, take that and digitally do something like that, in
ArcGIS or whatever, even Photos – or in uhh Illustrator, umm you’re creating a better process.

P5 Brandon: That ortho-TIFF, in uhh, in ArcGIS or whatever, if just, if you want to measure
something, you just click the measuring tool, click one, click two, and you have that measured.
You’re not taking your scale ruler out and looking like, oh is that another millimetre or so?
Umm, it’s more useful in that way.

P6 Brandon: Previous iterations of the database, when I w – so we, as you know, we are currently
building a database from scratch to handle all our information. Previous iterations of the
databases have become ((cough cough)) difficult to work with because in many cases, as you’re
well aware, umm the product of the database is a direct product of the person’s brain that’s
making it. And so previous iterations became a little bit more difficult to work with because
they’re just broken up into so many pieces. We want a, a more inclusive database, and a
number of different databases and tables that were pulled out had other issues. Uhh the other
kind of, I guess, issue where things broke is way in 2012, sorry was that twelve or nine? 2009
umm we worked with uhh tablets in the field, we had an app made, where it was, it was
mimicking our exact form. Uhh students or trench supervisors in the field, director, all typing
into this form, this is something published in NEA as well. It worked well, the problem is battery
life, durability of the tablets in the hot sun, umm and then, ultimately, the biggest issue was, it
was scary because you’re inputting all this digital information in this machine, what happens if
something happens to the machine? We didn’t have a real world, real time backup. It was a
matter of, okay we’ll hit backup button now, and then sometimes people were remembering
that, sometimes you don’t remember. Uhh I was, being as digital of a person as I am, I decided
that we were not going to go with tablets at all in this project –

P7 Brandon: was kind of dropped in our lap. Had the immediate utility in the field, we went
around and uhh did all those tests, JAFR article came up and then basically my, my email blew
up with people, hey, what’s going on here, what is this? Come, come talk, conference pre-
sentations, stuff like that.
Zack: Beginning of a trailblazer hahaha
Brandon: It blew up pretty big, yeah. Umm and then so, frommy personal side, I kept with it for
a while and just continuing to test and talk at conferences and do publications with it in various
ways, and then uhh, you know, after about three or four years of that uhh it was a matter of like,
well I, I don’t see myself as a, and I know obviously with GIS, like how GIS with this stuff, so I
was a technical person but my my greater interests were in, were in mideastern Mediterranean
and culture, not digital digital technologies. Umm so I, I turned then to taking those things that
were developing and implemented them here, and now I think a lot of people are using
this stuff –
Zack: – and making them useful
Brandon: and making them useful, exactly, for the purposes of this project and, culturally
speaking, how it can contribute to our understanding of what’s going on at that site.

P8 Brandon: In a way a novelty, yeah. The other fear is that there is no more alliance/reliance on
this, kind of getting away from the craft that is archaeology and then over-relying on this
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technology to do all the recording when that, it’s not there, you can’t do it. Uhh and so that’s the
fear in all of this, but I would say, we’ve made that transition in an Eastern Mediterranean
context. In general, I would say that more projects than not are using this in one way or
another. Umm

P9 Brandon: Sure. Umm. Sure, that’s a, also a good question. So digital literacy in archaeology,
just talking about before a little bit about how archaeology is uhh, academic archaeology is
behind. It just, umm. And there are attempts to bridge that gap through field schools, through
good programs, projects and programs at various universities that kind of push that umm – I I I
went to a number of good sc – good archaeology schools, and I was never really pushed for
toward GIS, at Penn State for example, it’s in that camps program, umm I had to take my GIS
courses in addition to my normal course work, because well I had to do my normal course work,
and then if, you know, take a GIS class or two. Umm so that kind of wasn’t fostered at some
uni – some universities. Others it is, and I think, from a, an overarching perspective, digital
literacy in archaeology is lacking big time. Umm there are some great field school projects out
there that kind of gives you the run down of GIS, sure but GIS isn’t something you’re going to
pick up in a, in a umm, in a field school of four or six weeks. That’s something that you need to
work on for a semester or two to get a basic understanding of it and the functionality there.
Umm the photogrammetry stuff, again, a couple of schools here and there might be popping it
in umm but I see that that level that ability to teach early the importance of digital technologies
and archaeology, given the importance of the spatial context in archaeology, it’s it’s drawing.
It’s nowhere, it’s nowhere where it needs to be right now. But places umm,-based places like in
California, places in Arkansas, umm other east coast schools like Brown and things, they do
have their kind of geo spatial at Chicago, obviously, umm they have their kind of geo spatial
places, but what these places are are kind of churning out are kind of digital archaeologists.
And unless, which is again a good thing, but unless that basic understanding of field and the
ability to interpret things, unless that stuff is instilled as well it’s the utility of digital archae-
ology is gonna remain kind of stilted in a way.

P10 Brandon: So that’s… you put the time in there, that’s great. Umm but I think with, I never had
an advisor say you need to go do all this stuff right now, and it was kind of my own initiative
knowing that okay, I have this deficiency, I need to fix it now.
Zack: Uhuh.
Brandon: I have this deficiency, I want to fix it now because I want to be a really good
archaeologist.
Zack: So it was a personal drive.
Brandon: It was a personal drive, yeah.

P11 Brandon: Yeah, and I think it’s always there, it’s just a matter of how you handle that. If you’re
at an institution and you’re the only interested in this stuff and they don’t have the necessary
resources to kind of cultivate that interest uhh it’s not gonna be. Umm so I would say that uhh,
yeah it’s coming along, you’re always gonna have those people that are want to be really
good archaeologist and kind of latch on to every facet of archaeology, in no way am I saying
like a unique thing in that way at all, there’s a lot of people who do it, but umm having the
necessary support structure to do that, I had to go to four different universities to get those
things done.
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P12 Brandon: Uhh yes. Yeah, I surrounded myself, my goal here is to surround myself with people
who I admire. Uhh Tom, he’s a Hellenistic guy, he’s very ambitious and when it comes down to
like hey, we gotta get this paper written in a couple of days, yeah we’re not turning in like a
piece of garbage of a paper, uhh that means we’re working twelve hours a day for four or five
days and he’s gonna do it, I’m gonna do it. Umm same thing with students seeing, students that
are very interested in that. We, I’ve known projects that have a director that is interested in a
specific thing. That then director doesn’t like bringing in other people that are also studying
that thing, because there’s this like ownership of it. For me I’m the exact opposite. I study the
Hellenistic period. Tom studies the Hellenistic period. Melanie and Christina, they both study
the Hellenistic period.
Zack: I noticed you don’t have your own grad students, is that because, I mean I don’t know
you position at umm MSU Denver, but is it specifically related this this or
Brandon: I’m in the history department over there, umm and being in the history department
there isn’t a grad program there. So what we’re doing is Tom’s bringing undergrads, we’re
bringing undergrads, so we’re kind of looking to for those people who are interested in it, you
know, kind of give them the necessary tools they would need to then go off and do a decent, get
into a decent graduate program

P13 Dave: Well Brandon wanted to put it in Access because it’s a common program everyone has.
And it’s easy, people can download it, umm and it works, it really does. Umm so when I
started putting it in Access it, running into problems that are just like little issues, as
you know creating them before. Umm so I thought, because I have experience creating
MySQL databases umm for my career and I’ve done it professionally before, I talked
Brandon into put it in a MySQL. The major concerns with that is, is that a proprietary program?
Are people going to be able to access it? You know, do they need to download something?
Or are people going to be able to update it? Umm I personally think there’s more people
out there who couldn’t figure out MySQL than probably Access, because it’s tricky in
trying to show people how to update things, it’s a skill not tons of people have. So using this,
it’s easy because it’s just text files, using XAMP it’s proprietary, you can write – I mean
not proprietary, it’s open source so it’s always going to be free. You can download it onto
USB and run it from a USB. You don’t need umm access to a really powerful computer in
order to use it.

P14 Dave: Umm just playing around. I, even since I was a young kid, I, I remember I, my uncle gave
me an old IBM computer and just playing around in like Lotus123, or
Zack: Yeah
Dave: umm pre – the precursor to Excel. Kinda just, I’ve always liked computers, always been, I
have a mind that kind of just figures it out. Like throw stuff against the wall and I’ll make it
happen. Sometimes it’s slow so that Brandon’s shuttering, at times. Umm it’s sometimes tough,
you know, I run into problems, but I’ll try to find a way to figure it out.

P15 Dave: Umm, and that’s a great question. Umm, it, different phases. I mean, we can make this
huge, and you know, we can make it a program other sites, other projects will use. And umm,
and ArcGIS is great, and you know, maybe tie that in. Tie, maybe you find a way to get the data
into here, so we can access and tie it to different things. That’s partly what I do for my job, is I
pull data frommany different systems. Like I pull it from the LMS, I pull it from a people system,
I pull it from umm the, there, one database I pulled is the condition of the clinics. Like are they
falling apart? Are they new? And then I take that data and compare it to their DaVita way scores,
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which we do every quarter. We say okay, is the culture alive in your clinic? Yes or no. So then I
look at that, identify those that are low, umm find patterns and things like that, and then tie
that into the bigger picture. And it’s a process. It’s like, yeah you, I, you know, it would take
weeks to go in and develop a high – you know, months probably to develop a professional thing
that ties into all these different databases. So this is like phase one. Umm and – this is
phase one.

P16 Dave: Uhh my thinking, and I think that’s where Brandon comes into play, you know, being
the, you know, the overall strategy guy for this. Umm if he was like, you know, I like this, this
works for what I need, I’d like to expand upon it, I’d like to do this, then he can reach out and I
could maybe look at developing another aspect to it.
Zack: Yeah.
Dave: And that would be cool. You know, it’s like, just seeing, the sky is the limit. Just playing
around with it, seeing what we can do, you know. And just utilizing technology more, I think
isn’t so important. Umm that’s one thing I do at work. Umm, my previous – so I’m in a new
position on wisdom, before I was in revenue operations. And I developed – they were doing
things very manually, and I’m like, people were typing stuff in so slow. Like, the, one project we
did is the VA. So, they have forms that they have to go to the VA, fill out all the data on each
clinic, and we have like 3,000 clinics.

P17 Dave: Haha. No no, great questions. I love the, your train of thought. I think we’re, con – in
ligned, in sync there. Umm, Bill last year developed a database for, in Access, to keep track of
pottery. And it was good, it was a good database. You know, it’s not bad. There’s just some
problems I ran into, like there were some issues with the – it’s not great. Umm, but it’s, what I
coulda done in Access, you know I’m not, it’s great, umm. I think the problem is, you know,
there were some issues, they want to scale it, they want to do this, they want to do that, and it’s
not possible. Or, you run into problems with Access, and that’s where I’m excited about this,
because I’mwith you. It’s like, where, how can you scale this? How can you get the ArcGIS data
in? How can we find patterns within the data? Tying in other data sources.
Zack: So that’s one example of someone – you know when, work with.
Dave: Yeah, that’s the only other database I’ve seen or heard.
Zack: In archaeology?
Dave: In archaeology.
Zack: Okay.
Dave: Yeah. Umm. So yeah, that’s why I’m excited about this. It’s – and it’s building it from the
ground up, foundationally accurate. You know, not doing hacks, not saying oh, I’m just going
to do this simple thing to get it working so Brandon has a database. I can do that, and I’m
probably going to need to do some of that, to be honest, because you can’t let great stand in the
way of good.
Zack: Yeah.
Dave: And also, with the caveat of, if I’m going to put the work into creating a database, I don’t
create an Access database now and then next year, you know, next year he’s here and he’s like
Da – he calls me up and he’s like David I need help with, you know, this isn’t working, or this or
that. And then creat – re-creating the database. Or then, don’t, you know, if he’s like well I
wanted to tie in ArcGIS, and I’m like well I don’t think you can do that in Access, re-creating
then in MySQL.
Zack: But it is possible to do that from MySQL?
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Dave: Umm, well I mean, it’s pretty much, it’s pretty much umm a robust database that a lot of
companies use. Umm MySQL runs really huge sites. Umm, it’s highly scaleable, millions of
records per minute. Umm, and that’s one thing I like about open source, is that a lot of people
go in there and can change the code, and access it, build things to tie it in, it’s not just a simple
proprietary Access database.

P18 Dave: Umm, maybe. That would be more like if I was going and re-code – if I had to re-code
some of the database or something like that. That would be pretty advanced. I don’t see this
necessarily impacting open source. I mean, maybe, you know, if we create this and Brandon’s
like I want to share this with other archaeologists, or other archaeologists, or other archaeol-
ogists see it and they’re like oh I like that, Brandon’s like oh, here let me give you a copy of it.
Clear the data out, they have the structure, they can go in, go in the form, maybe convert,
change it a little bit to what they need. So, and, I don’t know enough about the, umm, macro
archaeological technological field, like how much technology is used in archaeology. I, I know
they’re using ArcGIS, and to be honest, Brandon is kind of a spearheading, kind of a spear, uhh
what’s the word I’m looking for, uhh
Zack: Trailblazing?
Dave: Trailblazing! Before that. Because a few years ago he was doing a lot of work in this
ArcGIS and he was telling me, this was like five, ten years ago, Brandon, or something? He was
saying like, he does a lot of, umm, people, he was speaking at conferences, other professors
were like wow, this is amazing.
Zack: What kind of work?
Dave: Umm the Arc-GI – not the ArcGIS, the 3D modelling?
Brandon: PhotoScan.
Zack: Yeah, yeah, yeah.
Dave: And he was going to conferences, he wrote up papers, and he was a trailblazer. And, I
mean, for him too, that’s why I want this to be great, that’s why I want this to be really good, is
because maybe he wants to be a trailblazer with – you know what I mean?

P19 Brandon:Well we sketch em in the field, just so we have them in our, our individual forms, uhh
and then we can sketch them in the book. But this is the, this is the official end run because
what this allows us to do is that geo-referenced ortho-TIFF, we’ve done a number of spatial
studies on it, and what we can do with those is we can differentiate elevation upwards of a
couple millimetres. The way we test that, basically we modelled a stack of coins uhh at a five
metre uhh distance, modelled those and we were able to see the differentiation between coins
that we stacked like this. So we were able to see what the elevation was on top, this one and the
bottom.
Zack: Wow, that’s pretty precise.
Brandon: Couple millimetres there that we, you’re not gonna get that doing any other, I mean
you have the total station you’re a centimetre off, so just limiting errors as much as possible,
that’s why we do it this way, we export this as a umm a geo-TIFF, that then goes into GIS and
then we digitize everything in there based on that.

P20 Melanie: So, well Branden’s answers will be more useful to you. Haha and you’ve him. already
spoken with So, yeah. So my own perspective is sort of, I guess, a lot of my own perspective is
actually looking from the outside in, because I’ve been involved, like I’ve been working with
people that have worked on this project for a long time, but actually not doing it myself. And
their work using sort of open access data and platforms that are sort of freely accessible to the
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public has been something that has really sort of, I don’t know, been really impressive to me,
and something I that think a lot of projects could do in a very useful way. Using the Agisoft to
recreate and reproduce these 3D models is excellent. And that’s something that, of course, I
don’t run myself. I don’t have the software. But producing that data is really useful, in addition
to actually putting together the model. So that’s the side that I’m on, right. Like, what are the
choices that need to be made to actually make that model work? And that forces you to stop and
think about what really matters, about whatever moment of exclamation you’re in. And then
using spatial data to understand, sort of relationships both within this site, and a site that we
can’t leave open for long periods of time. So every year everything’s backfilled, everything’s
covered up. This year maybe being the exception. But, so it’s hard to get a really good spatial
awareness of the site without spatial software, without using ArcGIS to do that, and sort of plot
what we, what you do have. Yeah.

P21 Melanie: So for me, it’s useful for understanding umm – For me, it’s useful for understanding
artefact scatters that are plotted in a database, in this very sort of stagnant, hard to understand
way. You can’t visualise really what data that is doing. But ArcGIS, for me, that’s that’s when I
use it, in particular, is to sort of then see, both spatially but also chronologically, sort of clicking
through layers to see those changes. Which is something that umm, you can’t just do with a
database or with paperwork. So that, for me, is the most useful.

P22 Melanie: Yeah. So I think, in addition to some of the basic things that are true for all field
photography, like weather conditions and lighting, I think for Agisoft, what’s really important,
and what’s really great about it is that it can capture, at a very minute level, details that maybe
you might not think about just excavating and moving forward, trying to, like, move dirt and
sort of get through whatever you’re doing. So I think it’s really useful to actually think about,
okay, what’s actually important about this feature to digitise? And a lot of times that means
really making sure that every single stone in the wall is visible, really making sure that every
shard is sticking out of the soil, is really visible and clean and understandable. And that forces
you to take your time more with the actual material in the field itself.

P23 Melanie: They No, that’s do, yeah. a good question. Umm, they do. Umm, so an example, I
guess, would be, over the last couple of days, we excavated floor deposits. And thinking about
parsing floor deposits spatially, for me, is something that breaks down both – because we’re
already gonna have that stratigraphic unit that’s going to have the whole spatial whatever
already. But the biggest thing for me is sort of micro, like breaking it into micro bits, umm that
can then be sort of plotted and easily seen, both by querying through Microsoft Access, through
database work, and also through ArcGIS.

P24 Melanie: Once you get out of the field. So once it’s, once you’ve sort of set it up, you shot in your
photos, once that’s done, it’s great for getting, sort of, creating new images of those same, that
same unit, right. So now I can digitise walls and have them be stone-by-stone accurate in a way
that human error would probably mess up. But for interpretation, sometimes it’s hard to sort of
move forward with photogrammetry, at least to me.

P25 Melanie: I think, on this project and others, the biggest issue I’ve, or the biggest roadblock, I
guess, I’ve had is having different platforms, different technologies, be able to communicate
with other ones. So integrating, I don’t know, a FileMaker database with ArcGIS, not going to
work very well. Or using a GPS unit that only produces lat long coordinates, when you’re trying
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to process everything in UTMs, adds extra steps. It’s al – it’s extra steps to create this sort of
compatible set of technologies. So I think that’s the biggest, that really I think is the biggest
shortcoming. Because if everything can communicate with each other, it would save you a lot of
time. The benefits, though, are that now that digital archaeology is becoming so widely used
now, different types of data from across projects can communicate with tho –with other data
more easily. You can throw in, umm like, data, you can throw in 3D models from one site, 3D
models from another site into the same platform and they’ll communicate with each other,
right. And I think that, sort of, the key to long term archaeological success, is more more
dialogue between people who are doing things differently, right. And thinking about how to
actually keep those in communication. If that makes sense.

P26 Melanie: Yeah. So I think umm, I mean, if we still all used a dumpy levels and, you know,
manual ways of recording in the field, that would change the workflow in the field and actual
time spent excavating or surveying or whatever it is, very different way than now, where you
need the time, or you need the time to establish equipment in the field, make sure it’s all set for
the day. That takes time, but then you save time later. It changes the sort of thought process.
This season in particular, we started with no total station and no working GPS unit. So at the
beginning, the way I sort of processed how I want to tackle getting those sort of spatial, very
tight spatial control points in the field was very different from how I did by the end, where we
had a GPS unit that was getting centimetre accuracy. Sort of being more choosy. I think
technology allows you to say, okay, well, this might not be useful in the end. We might not need
points, wemight not need 3Dmodels on all of this, but it takes 10 minutes so let’s just do it. That
kind of thing. So I think that does impact your decision in the field a bit.

P27 Melanie: I think it’s, I mean, I think it’s a benefit overall. I don’t really think there’s ever such
thing as too much data. It’s just sometimes you can have too much data at one moment. But
having that data there, and the option of it, I think is never a bad thing. Especially as so many
projects right now, dissertations or whatever, are working on legacy data. And the quality of
legacy data, like the the data that we’re leaving in the 21st century, the legacy data that we’re
leaving, is going to be a lot more detailed. So even if we’re not doing anything with it right now,
someone in 50 years could do something with it. And that’s heartening, I guess.

P28 Melanie: I think so. I mean, one thing that it does is it speeds up the process of, like this one
particular thing that I use quite regularly is the Levantine Ceramics Project. I don’t know if
you’ve heard of that project. Yeah, it’s an online database of pottery.
Zack: I think I’ve heard about that.
Melanie: So, yeah. Across the eastern Mediterranean, sort of diachronically. And now that,
people are just dumping their ceramic data into this system and it’s open for the public, like
anyone can log on and go see it. And so they can have a shard in their hand and try and figure it
out using a website now, which speeds things up. And it also creates just more data out there. It
makes it easier to publish data in a way that’s useful to other people, even if you don’t have time
to produce a full printed publication yet. You know, if those are in the process, you can at least
get some stuff out there, which I think is really useful. And if you put it in a platform that’s
accessible throughout projects, it makes it easier. So yeah.

P29 Melanie: So as someone who, I guess, grew up in the age of computers but didn’t really, you
know, get any schooling in them or anything like that, sometimes I get very frustrated. So I’m
not the most, the most adept technological archaeologist. But umm, I think, I guess what I’ve
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always been told is that the easiest way and the most useful way to learn how to use all of these
digital archaeological tools is to just play with them until you figure out what you want it to do.
And I think that is really good advice, because that’s how you really get to understand the
platform, the software, or whatever it is. But you have to be willing to sort of take the time to do
it. So, like I’ve gone to seminars and things like that to learn digital archaeology, but I’ve never
sat, I’m never going to take a class on it. It’s just not, never going to happen. Maybe it will in the
future. Or maybe, people do, right. People do take classes on this. But a lot of it sort of playing
with the system, collaborating with other people to figure out, okay, I figured this out, what did
you get? Let’s see if we can talk about this, because it’s just not working, or something like that.
I think that’s really important, and that like give and take is important.

P30 Melanie: Umm, mean, I in a good way, I think, this is something that like putting PKAP up
and having it open access is a really good example of, in that anyone can now go and
click, right, you go and you click and all of this data pops up. And so that allows each
individual, whether it be an undergraduate student writing a term paper who needs to figure
out something to, you know, argue for, for the, to make, write an impressive, up to the
advanced researcher who’s trying to think about their own, how to use their own data, and how
to think about their own data. It provides this, this useful dataset, I think, for a lot of different
kinds of people. I can’t think of any sort of negative things, just because I feel like keeping all
data is always good.

P31 Melanie: I think, don’t be afraid to try it, is my hahaha, biggest lesson. Because I started very
timid about trying it, and because, like I said, me technology are not particularly close. But I
think trying it and working through the problems with technology is one of the things that’s
really useful about it. It makes you think about questions that you wouldn’t have thought of
otherwise. So, yeah.

P32 Brandon: Uhh so for the, the annual, for the wri – the uhh yearly reports, for in those umm, we
really don’t publish the data. We, we certainly describe specific deposits and then give our
stratigraphic units to them, but as far as tables and digital things we don’t provide, their really
isn’t a place for those, usually. Uhh, although, you know, 3D PDFs with the digital models as we
talked about before, that’s, that’s a good place to do an online supplement, uhh we can go that
route.

P33 Brandon: Mm okay, great, yeah. And so the point there is like, umm, in a way contributing to
the ceramic, kind of, milieu of, of the Levant. And so pictures of of pots, descriptions, where
they’re located, so combining the spatial, so seeing, seeing Vigla as a, as a nest, for all the
archaeological data that we’ve collected, and then having that accessible in use to digital
places. And then, you know, how people are using it? I mean, how I would use it, and how I’ve
used it in the past, I go to Open Context and I look at Early Hellenistic sites and see what they’re
finding, see what their uhh excavation is, what the stratigraphy looks like, what the architec-
ture looks like. You can do that in Open Context. As opposed to, if I went to the peer reviewed
publication for that site umm, you know, you’d you’d get a number of interpretations that are
presented, yet you can’t really dig deep into the data and see how they got there.
Zack: So umm, can you go on a little bit more how you view the Open Context data, and how
you use the supporting documentation? Like, the step by step process? Can you recall a specific
instance where you’re, where you used these sort of things and sort of had to parse these…
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Brandon: So fr – I guess the best example, and it was pretty early on on Open Context uhh,
umm like two years ago, when I was finishing up the dissertation, and certainly in the previous
three or four years when I was doing my research for it, umm I needed to look for certain uhh
sites of certain dates with certain ceramic forms, and I would basically go to their interface and
look for sites nearby that had good dates that they had for ceramics, uhh I looked for more
regional sites and then sort of any extra regional sites that had that information. Umm but Open
Context was pretty early still, so there wasn’t a lot of information. It has a lot more now, umm
and I just haven’t, until we get to that writing phase for that book uhh I don’t really have a
reason or need to go back into that stuff. I mean, with the, with the Open Context, with the LCP,
there’s also some reification of the data. It’s there, it’s out there, and it’s not going anywhere.
It’s not, the stuff is in storage in some apothiki that’s only accessible two or three weeks out of
the year and we need special permission to go read a notebook. It’s there, it’s there.

P34 Brandon: Sure, you gotta link the data somehow. And uhh the semantic links, whether they’re
key words or whether they’re dates or numbers or whatever, you have to have something that
will make this relatable. Umm but having a standardization through that is important, and
Open Context is working towards that. Umm the limits to that are, well if you’re, you know, if
you’re interested in tile, and that wasn’t a key word linking with other sites and other places
where that tile was found, umm it’s limiting. So really, it’s uhh, the variation of those key words
and how they are linked to other data sets is really contingent upon the person who’s building
that data. Which, you know, that’s not unique, that’s not new, that’s just one of the, one of the
drawbacks of of trying to make sense of all this. Because people excavate different ways. People
record in different ways, and normalizing that becomes very difficult..

P35 Brandon: Yeah, so we, you know, we have a very special site, and there are gonna be plenty of
great wonderful publications, uhh deriving from that information. Uhh and those publications
aren’t gonna be just me or just Tom. They’re gonna be in, it’s collaborative. A lot of people are
gonna be involved in that in various ways. Umm and then as far as the Open Context side of
things, making things open and available, having that durability to it, the reification of that,
umm that’s the end goal. That’s not something that we do as we are building to it. Umm by
having at the end goal when we have our data set, we have umm done our best to responsibly
create that data set and then pass it on in that digital environment to to serve the various
purposes that we’ve discussed. Umm, it’s it’s not something that ha – that that that builds and
has change that we see in an open environment. Umm that’s another thing that’s kind of, you
know it’s a closed door still in a way now, because we’re creating it, it’s sensitive. We need to
take our time to, to responsibly understand it, and create the necessary data points through
which we can then disseminate that information. Umm so we don’t see it as an open form, so to
speak. We see it as, well we’re done with it, we’ve done what we need to with it now, alright,
that then can go out to the network.

P36 Tom: The application of digital methods? I mean there’s no, no one or no one thing in parti-
cular. It’s sort of just my own umm thinking about the… you’re kinda thinking about like what
would be most effective and most most sort of streamlined umm in in in terms of in terms of
recording, tools used, things like that. Umm and sort of like I asked around, I talked, again, it’s
mostly under my own sort of initiative umm. Probably because I still see like paper forms, it
turns out that they’re not a bad thing. You don’t have to keep dealing with your Wi-Fi network
breaking down as you’re trying to like remotely sync data. So that, and umm, I’d say the biggest
thing is like my own interest in sort of, like the photogrammetry stuff, like that came in, I had
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my own sort of vague interest. I didn’t know how to really do it, and I was like I got involved in
this project with Bra –with Brandon in the uhh at Vigla, that’s where it was like okay here we
can see this sort of like actually apply it into the field. It makes life a lot easier. There were all
these things, I think a lot of it came from my own, to be frank, a lot of my own kind of like
anxieties about like, especially drawing, and drawing top plans and drawing burials, which is
just absolutely miserable. And I distinctly remember seeing a talk at the AIA about umm, the
Villa Magna excavation. So the Medieval monas – I think that’s what I remember. But it was like
a Medieval monastery cemetery excavation and how they basically took sort of, I’m not even
sure if it was photogrammetry at that point because it was quite a while ago, but they would
basically, because there were so many burials, like five, six thousand burials, like too many, too
many to deal with, the way it was kind of like taking a photograph and then geo-referencing
that photograph into a GIS database and then basically drawing it remotely. And then because
drawing a human skeleton by hand takes forever. It, I’ve done it, it’s awful. It takes, it takes
forever. And it’s like, this is the kind of thing where it’s like, there is a broader, some benefit to
that kind of like that learning how to do that kind of slow drawing, getting that down. It is, it is
excruciating and it slows thew wor – it really does slow the work down when you’re confronted
with that kind of thing. It’s just too much. And so so this is where like seeing like how to use the
photogrammetry to sort of speed up these sort of things which –which, it sort of even, like not
everybody is a great like draftsman or drawer, right?

P37 Tom: The application of digital methods? I mean there’s no, no one or no one thing in parti-
cular. It’s sort of just my own umm thinking about the… you’re kinda thinking about like what
would be most effective and most most sort of streamlined umm in in in terms of in terms of
recording, tools used, things like that. Umm and sort of like I asked around, I talked, again, it’s
mostly under my own sort of initiative umm. Probably because I still see like paper forms, it
turns out that they’re not a bad thing. You don’t have to keep dealing with your Wi-Fi network
breaking down as you’re trying to like remotely sync data. So that, and umm, I’d say the biggest
thing is like my own interest in sort of, like the photogrammetry stuff, like that came in, I had
my own sort of vague interest. I didn’t know how to really do it, and I was like I got involved in
this project with Bra –with Brandon in the uhh at Vigla, that’s where it was like okay here we
can see this sort of like actually apply it into the field. It makes life a lot easier. There were all
these things, I think a lot of it came from my own, to be frank, a lot of my own kind of like
anxieties about like, especially drawing, and drawing top plans and drawing burials, which is
just absolutely miserable. And I distinctly remember seeing a talk at the AIA about umm, the
Villa Magna excavation. So the Medieval monas – I think that’s what I remember. But it was like
a Medieval monastery cemetery excavation and how they basically took sort of, I’m not even
sure if it was photogrammetry at that point because it was quite a while ago, but they would
basically, because there were so many burials, like five, six thousand burials, like too many, too
many to deal with, the way it was kind of like taking a photograph and then geo-referencing
that photograph into a GIS database and then basically drawing it remotely. And then because
drawing a human skeleton by hand takes forever. It, I’ve done it, it’s awful. It takes, it takes
forever. And it’s like, this is the kind of thing where it’s like, there is a broader, some benefit to
that kind of like that learning how to do that kind of slow drawing, getting that down. It is, it is
excruciating and it slows thew wor – it really does slow the work down when you’re confronted
with that kind of thing. It’s just too much. And so so this is where like seeing like how to use the
photogrammetry to sort of speed up these sort of things which –which, it sort of even, like not
everybody is a great like draftsman or drawer, right?
Zack: I’m not, personally.
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Tom: I am. But I talk to people to people and they say oh my god I hate baulk drawing, it’s just
so hard and long and tedious, and there’s a good thing to kind of si – because you are forced to
sit through and think about that stratigraphy and there’s that benefit to that. But it also is like,
there’s just certain skills that like we don’t all have the time to develop. And doing the digital
stuff kind of evens that, evens the playing, can sort of adapt sort of technology and kind of even
the playing field and allow for uhh more accurate – and uhh it’s more accurate. So it sort of, it
does a double duty kind of, able to speed things up and and uhh be more accurate at the
same time.

P38 Tom: Okay. Umm so the two season that I’ve been here have sort of varied. I mean last year we
had only one trench, so kind of everybody was doing everything. Umm and this year, my role
has been uhh three fold. I’ve been primarily doing site photography, because I have a decent
SLR, basically I have a nice SLR camera. So I’m a photographer. I had a, umm it goes around to
other people as well. Uhh I have a nice, I have a nice camera, I do that, I keep the, I keep the
photo log, uhh photo log going umm, I take care of all that. Umm I did artefact photography as
well, umm though I rather dislike doing artefact photography, it’s one of my least favourite
things to do hahaha. Uhh but I am also, and this is just a happenstance of that I have the, less
on the expertise on my part, but I’ve been doing all the points and managing the, taking points
for the GPS unit, with the REACH RS+ stuff. So that’s a, by a, that’s a result of like, I bought
these things for the project and I’ve kinda been learning how to use them. And so I kind of fell
into that role. Next year I want to, since it’s controlled by an app on your phone I’m just gonna
make sure every like, every director, every trench supervisor has the app on their phone and
then they can just connect to it and just do it themselves, so it’s not just me. Umm the other role
I’ve been doing is, principally since this is the first year that I’ve brought a lot of students it’s
been actually student management. It’s been that kind of thing as well. So that is where, that’s
where my sort of, my, what my roles have been. It’s sort of managing, managing the students on
my end, along with doing photography, points and kind of like doing sort of general directed in
terms of the stud – in the umm going, you know visiting trenches, kind of giving some help and
direction, and then also like digging and helping out when I, when I can and necessary. I try to
be good and do every, every bit I can.

P39 Zack: Can you tell me a bit about that? And about like, like photography and the record keeping
for photography? Like how, how –
Tom: Yeah, so I have, I have a manual photo log which I have like I take notes on in my, with
like rough counts of like you know shot one through X is this number, is is this. And so each
umm, basically each stratigraphic unit has like a photo count, so there’s like 8030, like SU 8030
underscore P1, P2, P3, and that resets at every one. So any shots you take, so then you have like
okay, you know that, just from the file, like the the the what it’s called, it is, whatever I wrote
about the designation for that is, it’s called that. So umm I do, I do that and then I have a note
saying like a little bit of a photo description so you know unit closing or like close up of this et
cetera. Umm and I have, since it comes in I just, basically you know, copy and paste from the,
from the, from the SD card, I have then like here’s the, the file name that’s associated with that,
with that information. So.
Zack: Uhh what are, how are these being used to uhh, how are these being slotted into the,
with, like how are the role of these photos and their no – and the records for them, with regards
to meeting the objectives of the project? Like what, what kind of sit –what kind of role do they
have within the bigger picture?
Tom: Umm –
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Zack: – documenting and recording the site…
Tom: Umm I would… well, each, so each of these SU photos then, those photo numbers get put
onto each like form for the uhh, each form for the each SU. So you can take the sheet for the
unit, which then, well it is both manually and when it is then keyed into a database, we’ll have
like here are all the photos that are associated with this, here are, we need to go find them. So
you just have a complete record of the SU. We have it in one place. And that sheet then just
becomes like this is the, this is the, the kind of like central point.
Zack: Uhh what uhh infrastructures, equipment or tools do you, or did you, uhh rely upon as
part of your practice in photography?
Tom: In doing the photography? Umm you mean in terms of like the camera, or like?
Zack: I mean maybe, like maybe in terms of the camera, or in terms of google sheets, or like
what kind of tools… does that, are there any others that come to mind?
Tom: Umm I mean it’s just that I use, I use a sort of Canon, what like E80, I guess. Uhh SLR
camera. Umm, which, I mean I’m not a professional photographer my any means but I can
figure out like auto and like what to do with manual to make it, if the light, the light’s –
Zack: More than a, more than a basic
Tom: More than a basic. I can, I can figure that out. And the, the resolution is really high,
I have a very good, sort of, telephoto, sort of zoom lens. And then I also like key it with,
with Google Sheets. I did that just so I could share it with people more easily. We have a
Dropbox folder but not everybody has the necessary room in their Dropbox, so I just, I have
that share so that each person can, instead of coming to ask people like how many
photos did you take, how many photos did you take, they can just check the Google sh – the
Google Sheet. And so they go okay P1 through P whatever. Like that’s what the, that’s where we
run the numbers. So to be able to keep that, basically also again to cut down on sort of the
redundancy of like keeping asking people like look in the manual, and like keying in that
manual photo log into a digital one, that also helps me catch mistakes. And because there, there
are, it’s like ohh the count’s off, I actually took like five shots but it says six. Umm, whatever,
and, whatever.
Zack: Yeah. So do you follow a specific method or approach that you’ve adopted from else-
where? Or do you adhere to a specific criteria, rules or procedures as you do this?
Tom: Umm I think this is simply, I think think is something which has worked for me but I think
it tries to get as much information about… I mean certainly some of it was pre-existing from the
first stage of the PKAP project, like the sort of system of having P1 through P whatever, like 8005
underscore P1, P2. That’s something which was, the original form was inherited from the earlier
PKAP project. Sort of like, we haven’t really altered that. In terms of like the spreadsheet entry
and sort of like that is simply, this is the, like the, what I think is the simplest way of kind of like
getting that, getting that in. Umm and having a sheet with a, with as few columns as possible
that will communicate the information necessary for someone to find what they want. Umm and
we’ll often found, like especially earlier, I would always create too, I would, like I would, maybe
there would be like too much, too much metadata I guess. Like too many, like in, like in a like in
descriptions or like databases I would, the designer would be like, I would subdivide things too
much. Umm and sort of like, I’ve so I’ve now scaled back quite a bit, but basically it’s like as
simple as possible, like.
Zack: For what purp – for what purpose?
Tom: I think it’s like, it’s, I think it’s of – I think it’s often better to have some sort of, more sort
of, umm generalized kind of like place where you can just kind of describe what’s going on. Like
here’s like two or three key pieces of information, plus a general description of something like
here are the photos. Like, if like, photo number, file numb – , like photo number, like file name,
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description, short linking note, very little. Umm it’s better to do that than be like maybe, like
have like, I don’t know put up like superfluous information, like okay ummwhat…many people
can get really intense about it, where it’s like okay what uhh shutter speed did I use, well you
know?Well maybe people might do that, and might do that, they’re really interested in the kind
of like, certain kind of people they think there’s like, I think that’s all superfluous information. I
felt like in other kind of databases, in databases I’ve done, and I see this also in shee –
archaeological sheets, where it’s like, there’s too, there’s too much information. I think the
PKAP sheets are just about right. But like where I’ve worked in Egypt there was like, just, there
was a lot of like okay, like all these kind of check boxes to kind of like make things easier for
people, and in a way it was, but it was like describe inclusions, deposition, aeolian, blah blah
blah, and then after many years, after like a year there was like, really none of this will ever
apply to this site. Because it is sand. Hahaha. And so this is superfluous. This is basically,
describe this feature. No, it just felt like, nope, is it aeolian? Nope, just cross it off. It’s not silky.
No silt here. So it’s like, it doesn’t fit the project, but it was, it was overly expansive and it got
kind of confusing. And so umm, yeah. And like in terms of the pho – the photo stuff, I mean
there isn’t as much sort of like leeway in like doing that kind of thing, but I do think about that a
lot with like sheets and stuff, and just kind of like simplify as much as possible in databases to
like simplify it as much, simplify it as much as possible.
Zack: So everything is usually done on a, like photo log was initially done on a predefined
sheet then?
Tom: I think there probably was, because that was a while ago, when they, where they had like
here’s a sheet. And I thought about that maybe in the future rather than in a notebook like I’ll
have some like pre-determined like, I’ll have like a manual one umm in the – sorry, I just want
to, give me a second, clear my…
Zack: Yeah, I mean I’m trying to rush through a little bit.
Tom: Yeah yeah yeah yeah, sorry. Umm so umm, yeah I think, I’m not sure if there was, but I
mean I’d certainly be interested, like I’m just kind of taking notes in the back of a notebook. But
also kind of, but like basically creating sort of like some kind of sheet in the beginning of the
season, which has like spaces where I can go, like I can do that easily and manually in the field.
And I do think doing it manually, despite I also have terrible hand writing, umm it is, it is
important to do that kind of two step kind of thing. I write whatever I’m doing, I’m writing it in
the field, and then I come back and I type it out and I cross check everything. Because it’s a
chance for me to loo – like look at all the data. Or just the photos, and see what we saw that day.
Whether it was something like oh, that photo sucks, you know?
Zack: Do you rely on any data or information provided from others as you’re doing this?
Tom: Umm I mean I can always like, I’ll go to like okay, I have the photo be put out for like
opening and closing units, but everything gets put on the photo board, take a picture of the
photo board first so I can see when I’m scanning through the photos, like where the run starts.
So also when I’m keying things in I can look at okay well here’s where it starts, here’s where it
ends. Umm so I know, maybe sorry maybe this is a different thing. Umm so umm, I mean, from
others, like I’ll talk to, I’ll ask everybody else what’s up, it’s like I’ll come over, it’s like okay,
they did the photo, okay, what is it? Like tell me what it is. And it’s like, what SU, what’s the
layout, okay. Okay it’s P1 through blah blah blah. And then I like, like give me a short
description, and I’ll write it down. Yeah.
Zack: Uhh and you mentioned that umm umm you like you sort of know a bit more than the
basic. Like there’s a certain competency involved. Can you describe uhh like how you sort of
acquired those skills?
Tom: Oh for, for with the camera?
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Zack: Yeah.
Tom: Oh that was simply being, I mean I think my like, my my dad taught me a little bit when I
was a kid, but I don’t ever really quite got it hahaha. I think it was like, it’s like I was still like, it
took me forever to remember what an f-stop is, I think it’s ((mimics a mumbling noise)), like you
know these things, but it’s like, I know how to manipulate how much light gets through the
camera and what an ISO does. Umm so like this is something that like from the being taught a
little bit and then also there’s lots of experience, like having an SLR for a while and just
knowing, going around taking pictures, seeing what works in different kind of light environ-
ments. And I’m not perfect by any means, but I think it could be sort of semi-decent ha.

P40 Tom: Yeah, so I have, I have a manual photo log which I have like I take notes on in my, with
like rough counts of like you know shot one through X is this number, is is this. And so each
umm, basically each stratigraphic unit has like a photo count, so there’s like 8030, like SU 8030
underscore P1, P2, P3, and that resets at every one. So any shots you take, so then you have like
okay, you know that, just from the file, like the the the what it’s called, it is, whatever I wrote
about the designation for that is, it’s called that. So umm I do, I do that and then I have a note
saying like a little bit of a photo description so you know unit closing or like close up of this et
cetera. Umm and I have, since it comes in I just, basically you know, copy and paste from the,
from the, from the SD card, I have then like here’s the, the file name that’s associated with that,
with that information. So.

P41 Tom: So we also encourage people, I mean we’ll, we’ll basically be like either like this is like an
official like opening closing photos are taken with like this one camera, and there’s like one
person at the photo log, and then there’s just like general photos. And we will encourage people
to take them with their phones or whatever, and then share them, and we’ll create a Dropbox
folder.
Zack: Can I get access to the Dropbox?
Tom: Umm maybe? I don’t know. Umm…
Zack: Not, not to that, not to those personal ones, like…
Tom: Yeah yeah yeah, the, I mean the Dropbox is kind of a mess right now sort of, where we’ve
like but umm just keep useful documents –
Zack: I’ll, I’ll send an email asking at some point.
Tom: Yeah. But umm, I asked people to kind of put those photos in because then also like these
official photos only capture so much, they’re like useful for like the record shot, only here’s
what it looked like at the end of a unit or the beginning of the next unit. But all the general
photos were often where were just kind of standing around, doing stuff. And like those are all,
especially if you’re taking with your phone, they’re all kind of time stamped, and you know, you
can go back to see like what dates are in terms of when this thing was opened and closed, and
so you can see actually the progression a bit better that way. And we just encourage people to
take pictures and share them –
Zack: But not officially used by the project?
Tom: Not officially used by the – like I’m not like saying you have to do this, but it’s like we
encourage them to share, share them if they have any. I mean they can filter out ones that are
just like kind of like people goofing around or whatever. But ones that show the trench, those
are super useful. It’s good to have that because it like, one photo person’s not gonna be there
the whole time. Umm so when taking pictures we have one person, Dave, is also going around
with his camera –
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P42 Tom: And it’s like that, if you capture those images, it’s really useful to get a look at what’s
going on. That’s the kind of thing that like you couldn’t do with a film camera. You wouldn’t be
able to make like – and I’ve used film cameras. Even in my own excavations, I was told, when I,
when my first year at Abydos I had to use, it’s like well you have to take black and white record
shots of like the beginning and ending of each unit because that’s just what we do. And I was
like, I still have the big bag of un – un-developed black and white film.
Zack: Wow.
Tom: It’s sitting in my office, but I don’t know what to do with, because I use a digital camera,
obviously. Umm and it took like 5000 photos, as opposed to like my… And so I had a black and
white camera, I was using it haha, which was…

P43 Tom: Umm, like the super generic stuff, I mean like Google Sheets, I don’t really have any
particular problem because like a spreadsheet’s a spreadsheet. Which I can manipulate, gen-
erally like as a, it it, it it just is, out of the box, but it’s, I mean it’s like plastic enough that I can
do with it what I want. Umm the umm, something like, like the survey equipment I bought,
which is not like, it’s not made specific for archaeologists, or the programmers aren’t archae-
ologists, like there’s some limitations in terms of… but it’s used by archaeologists because we’re
all poor, I mean haha that’s a the thing costs fifteen hundred bucks, it’s like I’m gonna do that
instead of fifteen thousand. And like, like. Umm but it has things like okay, it only has certain,
like it doesn’t have the quite functionality that I would need, like in terms of like, if there was
like extra steps, like this sort of problem like, it only does things in, basically only does things in
lat long instead of like UTM, which they’d used for the site. It would be more useful because like
I can tell how many metres or centimetres or millimetres I’m actually moving around, on this
pl – on like uhh this sur – you know, protruded map plane, as opposed to dealing with lat long
and like sort of di – like decimal degrees, and I’m like I have no ide – I like, I, those numbers
don’t mean anything to me in terms of distance. Umm where like if you work in, I think most
archaeologists would like to work, like to work in some sort of, working in metres haha. So like,
so that, that is, that is like a downside there. I had no way of like, sort of making that work.
Umm though that might change if another archaeologist goes here’s a plugin or something like
that, where they create, like to kind of like modify it to suit our purposes.

P44 Tom: I think, yeah, I mean I always feel like the mindset has to be like, I will go and try to make
this, make this work as best as possible. Like kind of come up with those convenient sort of
work around, like I found a way. Here’s like, here’s a, like something from the national geo like
geological survey, where I can just plug in, it will plug in some coordinates that will spit uhh
spit out the correct UTM coordinates. Had to do it one by one, I think there’s a way of doing it on
a mass level but I just haven’t been bothering to do that yet because I only need to do really one
at a time, that’s – and then, you know that I can plug it all into GIS anyway and then Brandon
can just flip the switch and just turn it to UTM, so it’s fine. Umm. That, I think you’re just sort of
like work with what you’re, or kind of work with what you’ve got. I mean like sort of our sieves
are sort of an example of that. The original sieves were sort of like here’s what we got, we have
no money, let’s just get some like little/electrical ties and piece of janky sieve we found and just
make it work with some dowel. Like you know, it’s super cheap. It’s sort of like a sort of like on
the fly, and you just kind of have, gonna have to do that to be super flexible. And it’s sort of like,
that’s my view of technology. Like I think, like one thing that I, I have looked at these uhh, this
group called like, what’s it, CoDA? It was like, sort of like this server –
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P45 Tom: Yeah, well they do, this group that does like, sort of like, here, we’ll design your platform
for you, like specifically geared towards archaeologists. And that, that’s great in many ways,
umm but also like there’s a kind of, like if you’re sort of forced to kind of come to terms with
what you’ve got and kind of making it work and having a sort of system, umm it allows you to
engage in a way, I think, with that process of data collection and the data, in a way that’s not so
kind of perhaps rote. But that’s kind of again like kind of worry about some of the paperless
stuff. It’s like, if you have a, like one of those like system, which you can just kind of, plunks up,
type, and it kind of like it does all this kind of stuff for you. And it’s like it’s great, it’s geared
towards archaeologists, it has archaeologists in mind. There’s maybe a little bit of this kind of
loss there. Not in terms of like, I don’t want to, not like, I don’t want to, like not being a luddite
or anything, but it’s more like umm, you just need to, like this would be forced to think about
the data and the way you’re collecting it. More is always a good thing.

P46 Melanie: No, it’s okay. Umm it’s sort of using a combination of umm Access queries, Excel, that
so like what they want, right, what ArcGIS wants is those sort of Excel uhh products that come
out of the database, that actual Access database. Umm and so integrating that with umm the
shape files themselves. So linking then, creating links, I think that’s what it’s called in the –
Zack: Is it a direct interface, or do you have to go through a manual process of of ch – of
changing of the data in Excel? Exposing and then modifying…
Melanie: You, so Access and Excel of course talk really well with each other. Umm so sort of
exporting it that way is pretty easy. Umm I’ve never had… depending on the data you want, it,
for the most part it can pick up and and put that into ArcGIS in every moment that I’ve used it at
least.

P47 Melanie: I think in, I think thinking about archaeological field process more in building umm
sort of the underlying framework that creates the tools that you use. So sometimes they’re very,
they don’t make room for, I don’t know, human error? They don’t leave for human judgement.
They don’t leave room for umm, they don’t s – they, they are there to think about the landscape
and then whatever data ou throw at it, right? Umm and that can be very abstracted. Can a
computer ever really do this? I don’t know, I’m not a computer person. But umm it seems like
someone, like someone who does urban planning or something can get a lot more out of the
software just because it is a sort of like static umm thing dealing with the present, dealing with
this one plane in mind. So with archaeologists it’s a lot harder because there’s so many different
variables.

P48 Melanie: I think it creates for more relatable, like a more, like it’s easier to communicate I think
using ArcGIS.
Zack: In what sense?
Melanie: I think, just in a, in a umm, in sort of like superficially in a presentation sense, it’s
easier to communicate data now than it ever has been. It’s also easier to make that data
accessible to those who want it, in a way that it hasn’t been before. Umm in a digestible, easy to
to see way before than you know, flipping through notebooks. Umm a lot of that is already
embedded in whatever you’re using ArcGIS to do. Umm and more people will, I mean more
people will work with that software than, than the, you know? Like specific, like iDig or
something like that. Umm it’s more, like everybody really, lots of professions use it, so there’s
[unclear
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W1 Dimitri: It was, yeah, I mean it was – so this is something that I talk about a little bit from time
to time, is that it was very… (0.2) It was, I mean still is for me, when I, when I’m to do something
new with GIS, I always have to look it up and be like, “What am I doing? Do I know how to do
this?” Or even something I’ve done before, y’know. So it’s very like, ad hoc. I don’t have any
formal training.
Costis: Mmhmm.
Dimitri: In any of these software programs, right? The way that some of our students, y’know,
take GIS classes. Um, in, as undergrads or in grad school. And – ((sneezes)) – I never did any of
that stuff. So yeah, it was very ad hoc, try – y’know like “oh I wanna answer this problem.” Then
trying to figure out a way to sort of make the software do it. I don’t know how we did it back
then, because we didn’t have – there was no like Youtube videos of people like clicking through
GIS. You know what I mean? Like, now if you wanna find out how to do something, you can…

W2 Dimitri: Um. Or conceivably. Or just make it stop working entirely.

W3 Dimitri: Yeah, um. So yeah, when we were running the field season, I guess Bill and I were,
running sort of running the field teams?
Costis: Yeah.
Dimitri: Or running the field side of the project. Um, at a certain point we had a lot of graduate
students who came back every year, and so at a certain point we became effectively (.) dis-
pensable. Um.
Bill: Yeah, the final season, it was sort of like a clock. It…
Costis: Yeah.
Dimitri: Yeah. We would’ve had to like (.) the only thing we could’ve done is like mess it up. We
weren’t gonna make it more effec – y’know more efficient or more effective, so that.
Costis: Mmhmm.
Dimitri: And, and they were, they were pretty good at like (.) solving problems, so we would
say, okay like, so what we would general – towards the end of the s – towards the end of the
third field season, we would say “okay, this is what we would like to accomp –we think we,
we’d like to accomplish this this week, with this, we think would have an achievable goal.” And
then the, the team leader would kind of figure it out among, among themselves.
Bill: Yeah yeah, the first year we would, we would send…we had a lot, I think one of the unique
things –we were talking about this just this week – one of the unique things about the project is
that we were running at least four field teams, and most times five, and sometimes six field
teams. That’s – that’s to save the time, right? This is the equivalent of having y’know, six tr – six
big trenches out. And uh, the first year in particular, we were like “alright, this team goes here,
this team goes here.” But by, really midway through the sec – first off, the grad students began
to chafe as they became more experienced over our kind of like, “you go and survey these
units!”
Costis: Mmhmm.
Bill: Um. And, and they, they got to know their field teams better than we could. And also know
how efficient and how quickly they could work. And so by midway through the second season,
it was like, “we, we wanna try to get this chunk done before moving on.” And they’d be like
“alright. We got it.” Like, we’d have a Sunday afternoon meeting, or whatever, and they would
come up with a plan, and they would just sort of take their car – I mean, take their cars and go
where they need to be and come back. Uh. Which was really, uh, really um, rewarding to see
them. It was also incredible relief for us, because it was, y’know, you get into com – the more
you tell people what to do, the more likely you are to run into some sort of conflict, or whatever.
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And then, so the conflicts were all reserved to the very end of the season when we’re like,
“alright, see this little weird gap that you got? YOU PEOPLE left behind? We have to somehow
figure out how to survey this.” Then they’d all be like “what? You said we were done sur-
veying!” And the-this is when we’d… but. Yeah it-it was nice, because it helped transition to a
more collegial relationship with the students.

W4 Bill: Um. And, and they, they got to know their field teams better than we could. And also know
how efficient and how quickly they could work. And so by midway through the second season,
it was like, “we, we wanna try to get this chunk done before moving on.” And they’d be like
“alright. We got it.” Like, we’d have a Sunday afternoon meeting, or whatever, and they would
come up with a plan, and they would just sort of take their car – I mean, take their cars and go
where they need to be and come back. Uh. Which was really, uh, really um, rewarding to see
them. It was also incredible relief for us, because it was, y’know, you get into com – the more
you tell people what to do, the more likely you are to run into some sort of conflict, or whatever.
And then, so the conflicts were all reserved to the very end of the season when we’re like,
“alright, see this little weird gap that you got? YOU PEOPLE left behind? We have to somehow
figure out how to survey this.” Then they’d all be like “what? You said we were done sur-
veying!” And the-this is when we’d... but. Yeah it-it was nice, because it helped transition to a
more collegial relationship [with the students.

W5 Bill: Yeah. Like, my name was sort of on the permit, but like, I wasn’t really the same level of
director. Like I never, I’ve never (#unclear; “read/had”?) grant proposals that you guys wrote.
Maybe I helped write a li – some parts of them, but like not –
Costis: Mm.
Bill: – not as active as I would be if it was really my own project and research design. And so I
just got to do archaeology, which, y’know, extends from field stuff. I think between me and
Dimitri we probably stepped foot in every survey unit over the twenty-some-odd square kilo-
meters. Seventy-five, [seventy-seventy-eight hundred survey units that we did.

W6 Dimitri: This is funny because it, I was terrified that we were gonna have a problem. The
mapping, and sort of people knowing where they are was gonna be a problem. So I spent all this
time creating a system that would allow people to know where they were, and it was totally
er – it didn’t need to be there at all. So I got these, I got these Garmin GPS units that have um.
(0.3) That have y’know like a decent screen, I’ve got (#unclear, humming in background; “a lot
of ‘em”?) from work. Still, and um, then I took our satellite image, and put it onto the Garmin.
Although those Garmins can only handle...
Bill: Whole tiles [(#unclear)
Dimitri: TILES of one megapixel. So I had to like, I had to, um...
Bill: Hours and hours (#unclear; “dude”?)
Dimitri: It took me so long! Because I tried, cause for whatever reason ArcMap wasn’t working.
So you’re supposed to be able to y’know, you can mosaic the tiles, and then you should be able
to export them as, like, Google? Google orthorectified images? Like, y’know, one of CAM-Z’s
(+spelling?), right? But for whatever reason it wasn’t working, so I had to hand-rectify every
single… it took me so long! It was so dumb!
Bill: And something and what’s even better is the, the team leaders didn’t use them at all.
Dimitri: Cause they knew what they – cause, you know what, because of the idea
Bill: They knew where they were!
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Dimitri: I – the idea was that they don’t know where they are, they can open up their GPS, and
they know, and they’ll be able to see like on the same satellite, on the satellite image where
they are.
Costis: Mm.
Dimitri: And then they can like, fig – y’know, they can just find it on the…
Bill: Cause we would print up colour images of the satellite.
Costis: Right.
Bill: Um. On A4 paper. And they would take those into the field with them.
Costis: So what did they use to locate themselves? Y’know, if not, uh, if they didn’t use the
Garmin at all, right?
Bill: I mean they used it, occasionally.

W7 Bill: If they plow it and clear it all, all those disappear, so what do we do? So. ((sucks teeth)) but
yeah, they’re really (.) uh. And, and so that was even better for us, because we spent less time
baffled over maps and bickering about where the hell we were, and more times just kind of
walking, uh, for hours and hours and hours each week, in the landscape. Uh, (.) and the
students were, y’know, it’s uh... they were often looking down to figure out where they were,
and I got to like wander around, talk all crazy. Uh, but also just like, understand uh, where we,
understand the landscape in a very (.) um, y’know. Because I didn’t have to worry about like,
the kid who kept stepping on sea urchins. I didn’t have to worry about like ((Costis:Mmhmm.))
the guard who is like grumpy or doesn’t show up, or, didn’t ha – and, which, Dimitri took care
of, right? Like, all the, the student-related – not all of it, but student-related stuff you had to
deal with. Uh, all the interaction with the Greek Archaeological Service, er, yeah. The eforia
and, and the local guards, um, all of the basic logistics like getting, um, fruit crates, right? How
many days in the field did you lose in various ways, like, fi-finding [(#unclear)
Dimitri: The first year, we didn’t, our, our storage and lab facility wasn’t ready, and so I spent
like the first three weeks just like. (0.2)
Bill: Heheh, it didn’t have an address!
Dimitri: And y’know. Yeah, it didn’t have an add – yeah, it didn’t have an address, and then
y’know, but then. Y’know.
Bill: (#unclear; “I think bay”?) had the address, right? And then. So you couldn’t get electricity
hooked up without an address!
Dimitri: Yeah getting, getting electricity hooked up –
((Costis laughs))
Dimitri: And then, y’know, the, the it didn’t, it needed bars on the windows for security. And
then y’know, getting, getting smiths to put those in. ((sucks teeth)) Y’know, all that kind of
stuff, I spent like half the first season doing that. Yeah.
Costis: Aaall, all those challenges. Yeah. Yeah.
Dimitri: Buying a toilet seat for the toilet.
Bill: Very important.
Dimitri: Very important job, yeah. But even all like, yeah, it’s, I just knew it was easier for me,
like I knew where the hardware stores in Argos were, I could explain to somebody else, but,
(#unclear; “at this point”?)

W8 Bill: They would barely last an entire day, and then, so put a lot of pressure on them to keep
them charged, and we’re using rechargeable batteries, and –
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Dimitri: Well they came with rechargeable like, battery packs, but they were kind of (.) they
were ((Costis: Mmhmm)) basically two rechargeable batteries like, kind of taped together,
y’know?
Costis: Yeah, yeah.
Bill: And they would get hot! Was just the other issue, right? So –
Dimitri: I don’t understand how stupid make a GPS unit
Bill: you have to follow up ((chuckles))
Dimitri: And it gets hotter and like stops working when like a crappy like point-and-shoot (0.2)
canon works fine! It’s like ((Costis: Mmhmm)) beyond my comprehension (0.2) I don’t –
whatever. It’s, I don’t mean to like –
Bill: And anyway, they became, they were (.)
Dimitri: – complain about that.
Bill: They were relatively expensive and they were not optimal for the kind of field –

W9 Bill: So digital cameras, they took uh (.) we, we bought, early on, um laser range finders?
((Costis:Mmhmm)) Cause when we, when we had worked in the Korinthia, a compass and a li-
like the type that y’know, hunters use, right? Not the type that golfers use, it’s like slightly
better I guess ((Costis:Mm)). And in fact on, on in Cyprus when we laid out our survey grid, we
basically used a, uh, a um, ((sucks teeth)) transit, a digital transit? ((Costis: Mmhmm)) and a
uh, ((static overlap) a range-finder, to give us angles. And we laid out a grid that way. And so
we, we (.) bought a couple of ‘em, maybe two or three?
Dimitri: And we never used them.
Bill: NEVER used them. Because students could read their, the things, and so they became like
ballast in bags, right? And eventually ((Costis: Yeah)) you’d find them in the back of the car and
you realize that they don’t (.) they don’t need these range finders.
Dimitri: And when we were using the 1-to-5000s we used them a LOT, because we would, we
would (#unclear, overlap) uh
Bill: And ‘60s uh air photos, right?
Dimitri: Yeah, cause you would think, “Oh this field is probably this field” (.) and then you
would put your ruler down and you’d go like “Oh this field is 60 meters long” and you would
shoot it with the range-finder and it would be 60 meters and then you’d be like “okay, this is it.”
((Costis: Yeah, yeah. Mmhmm.)) Right?

W10 Seamus: Oh, if you change the forms, ‘til they’re living and they’re evolving…
Bill: Yeah?
Seamus: How do you consistency over time?
Bill: Yeah, so students understood – uh the graduate students understood that, so I think they
were very measured, in how ((Costis: Mm)) they asked to change us the form, right? So, so
(0.1) yeah.
Dimitri: It wasn’t, we’re not talking about big changes either ((William: Yeah, yeah.)), right?
Just the soil colour thing was added after the first year, I think Grace ((Costis: Mmhmm))
adjusted that, right?
Bill: I think we changed the amount of space for various sections on the form. They found “oh,
we’re writing a lot, here!”]
Seamus: Yeah.
Bill: And “Here we’re not writing as much. Um, can you just give us like more lines in the top
part uh of the, of the thing? Um. Yeah, it was mostly things like that. Because these students
were all the graduate students had at least a couple seasons of excavation under their belts, so
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they understood the need for sort of consistency, not only that, they were familiar with pro-
cessual practice, and they knew that these were all being keyed into a database. So there was a
kind of a, a, a culture and understanding of how these forms would function.

W11 Bill: – drives, and we told them, keep – keep a version on, um, I would knit them empty
databases, basically every week. ((Unknown:Mm)) Um, and I would uh tell them keep a copy of
the previous database both on your USB drive, so if it was y’know ‘Week 1’, ((Unknown:Mm))
keep, keep y – the next week would be ‘Week 2’, and it would be empty. And so keep ‘Week
1’, and y’know, drag and drop ‘Week 2’, um it would be a separate name, it would be like
“Team 4 Week 2” ((Costis: yes)) um, key into that, drop it back on the USB drive, so it would
be a copy on the computer, there would be a copy on the USB drive. I would take it off the
USB drive and drop it on my computer, check the data, merge the data. ((Costis:Mmhmm)) Um,
and there’d, so there’d be a copy on a laptop they’d use, a copy on the USB drive, and a copy on
my laptop.

W12 Bill: Yeah, we’ve been talking a little bit about this over the last couple of years, right? And
since then, I think our project was so focused on even old school processual data collection that
that we like maybe haven’t thought as much as we should about being in the landscape and
then that in that kind of thing. And I think I don’t speak for you you, but certainly, know, we
talk about like being out there. Cause you know, it helps how we understand our data, but also
helps, you know, all sorts of other things. Right. This part is of why we do archeology cause we
and particularly, at least for me, like rural archeology is about being in the Greek countryside,
being able to like move through these vistas. I mean, every time, like our survey area is
beautiful, you know, almost all of it, of it’s kind of ugly but some of it’s beautiful. most Every
time you look up, you know you see like a different panorama of mountains, and valleys and
fields and different colours. And like it’s so important to, you know, even the days where it’s
currently humid and you’re going to come down and you go up and you see the clouds catching
on the top of uh, of uh, of uh –

W13 Bill: Yeah, we’ve been talking a little bit about this over the last couple of years, right? And
since then, I think our project was so focused on even old school processual data collection that
that we like maybe haven’t thought as much as we should about being in the landscape and
then that in that kind of thing. And I think I don’t speak for you you, but certainly, know, we
talk about like being out there. Cause you know, it helps how we understand our data, but also
helps, you know, all sorts of other things. Right. This part is of why we do archeology cause we
and particularly, at least for me, like rural archeology is about being in the Greek countryside,
being able to like move through these vistas. I mean, every time, like our survey area is
beautiful, you know, almost all of it, of it’s kind of ugly but some of it’s beautiful. most Every
time you look up, you know you see like a different panorama of mountains, and valleys and
fields and different colours. And like it’s so important to, you know, even the days where it’s
currently humid and you’re going to come down and you go up and you see the clouds catching
on the top of uh, of uh, of uh –
Dimitri: –Artemisia.
Bill: Yeah. Artemisia, and kind of getting dragged like cotton candy. You’re like, wow! I mean,
it’s a million degree and it’s eighty seven degrees at you know 8:30 in the morning. This is like
humid. You’re drenched. All right. This is beautiful. This is something that you only see. So
we’re aware of this. And I don’t know how –we haven’t solved. We don’t know how to bring
that in.
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Dimitri: I was thinking. I was reading (0.5) I was reading a review of some of these approaches
by Matt Johnson. And he was contrasting the phenomenological approaches that are common
in Britain with um some of the stuff that’s happening in America, in the American Southwest.
Yeah. So there’s an article by Sev Fowles about this sort of the new landscape studies in the
American Southwest, which is he understands as being formed by by NAGPRA legislation and
the need to like bring in Indigenous or Native interlocutors. And so now I guess it’s kind of
impossible to imagine these landscape archaeological projects in the American Southwest or
actually I guess any kind of project in the American Southwest, without these kinds of inter-
locutors. And so that actually made me think about the way in which um we might think about
the ethnographic component of the survey as a kind of as a k – as a as a kind of as a way of yeah
serving a similar kind of function. I mean different. it’s Similar. It’s different in that way, you
know? Yeah, it’s different in Greece, obviously. But there is a way in which, you know, one the
of things that you want of is, our ethnographers notice is that the narratives about the past in
our survey area tend not to they tend not to exist as free floating objects. So like if you ask, if
whenever she asks people like what do you know about the past? Almost always the first
answer is like, well I don’t know anything about it. But. But. But of course, that’s not true.
Right? They know a lot. It’s just not it’s not filtered. It doesn’t exist as like a as an object as such.
But it’s much more of a… It’s much more embedded in your understanding of the topos, the
place. Right. So they go there for that. So that like the. Sort of like typical archeological division,
female ((#Unknown: speaking Greek in background)). voice The typical kind of archaeolo – I
mean, you know, not that anyone ever thinks exactly this way, but the sort of like the typical
way of thinking.

W14 Bill: Yeah, yeah, yeah. But what’s interesting, right, though, is also those phenomenological
approaches as much as they started as, you know, whatever, like Christopher Tilley, like
wandering around the countryside have also given space to like, I don’t know, I’ve been really
I’ve been really, moved is not the right word. But I’ve been forced to think a lot about Sarah
Perry’s work, for example. And Ruth Tringham’s work, right? Which isn’t just rich white guys.
It’s actually attempting to access like voices that rich white guys have systematically sup-
pressed, right?
Dimitri: Yeah.
Bill: That everything became like economics and politics and military. And like, how do we get
to women’s voices in the Neolithic or how do we get to. So I mean, I understand what you’re
saying. And I think that in the worst abuses of like, you know, whatever, like hiking through the
moors and pretending you’re a Viking, or whatever the hell it is, like the silliest examples of it,
like Tringham’s work is like a different thing, right? Yeah. I mean, but it’s still grounded in that
kind of phenomenological. I mean, I don’t know exactly her epistemological or her intellectual
groundings. But I think it is still grounded in some of that stuff that like continues in, you know,
affective archeology. And Sara Perry’s work, for example. Again, I was prepared not like it.

W15 Bill: I do think that one of the things that’s. Like first off, when you see people talk about
ethnography of archeology, right, like everyone just cites Edinburg (+spelling). Like the total
impoverishment of that, of that field, right? Or you know, look, whatever, the uh, ((#unclear;
“books book”)). of the figures Um, there’s, you know, like two or three books. They’re all like
almost all like CRM. Almost all like in the UK. And uh, you know what? Even guys who do,
people who do like sophisticated excavation techniques, open, open, open area excavations or
whatever, they they they’ve certainly I think been relatively, or haven’t described, um even
those like macro scale, methods very clearly. And like sure you go back to Flinders Petrie and
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like things that right? Like, okay fine, that’s, and Mortimer Wheeler had a lot of “sinship”?)) like
that. ((#unclear, wind; Okay, fine. But in the 20th century, so much of excavation has just been
assumed. And you certainly don’t get anything, I mean other than, of course, like Edgeware
who did, everyone cites incessantly, right? On how to use a tr, how to use a pick or how to use
trowel or how to like how, how often do you clean your scarps, or like any of these kind of very
very, clinical aspects of excavation, a sense cause there’s of confidence that these techniques
are so well established that they needn’t be. Either they’re seen as completely mundane and
therefore like the realm of the body and we’re professional ((#unclear, overlap)). Whatever. The
craft they’re communicated between these who, dudes you know, whatever, entered own little
secret union and guild or they’re just considered so mundane like no one wants to read 14 pages
on how to use a trowel, how they use the trowel in their “thoughts”?)). ((#unclear; And I think
survey archaeology as it’s aspiring to become more confident in itself. I think, and we talked
about this right? Are going to be less invested in.

W16 Bill: I do think that one of the things that’s. Like first off, when you see people talk about
ethnography of archeology, right, like everyone just cites Edinburg (+spelling). Like the total
impoverishment of that, of that field, right? Or you know, look, whatever, the uh, ((#unclear;
“books book”)). of the figures Um, there’s, you know, like two or three books. They’re all like
almost all like CRM. Almost all like in the UK. And uh, you know what? Even guys who do,
people who do like sophisticated excavation techniques, open, open, open area excavations or
whatever, they they they’ve certainly I think been relatively, or haven’t described, um even
those like macro scale, methods very clearly. And like sure you go back to Flinders Petrie and
like things that right? Like, okay fine, that’s, and Mortimer Wheeler had a lot of “sinship”?)) like
that. ((#unclear, wind; Okay, fine. But in the 20th century, so much of excavation has just been
assumed. And you certainly don’t get anything, I mean other than, of course, like Edgeware
who did, everyone cites incessantly, right? On how to use a tr, how to use a pick or how to use
trowel or how to like how, how often do you clean your scarps, or like any of these kind of very
very, clinical aspects of excavation, a sense cause there’s of confidence that these techniques
are so well established that they needn’t be. Either they’re seen as completely mundane and
therefore like the realm of the body and we’re professional ((#unclear, overlap)). Whatever. The
craft they’re communicated between these who, dudes you know, whatever, entered own little
secret union and guild or they’re just considered so mundane like no one wants to read 14 pages
on how to use a trowel, how they use the trowel in their “thoughts”?)). ((#unclear; And I think
survey archaeology as it’s aspiring to become more confident in itself. I think, and we talked
about this right? Are going to be less invested in.
Unknown: ((#unclear))
Bill: In methodology, or in right, procedure, even at the same time, we’re like different practices
maybe make that all the more important.
Seamus: Well, don’t you find that curious? Because in the sciences, if you were writing up a
recombinant DNA, a recombinant DNA test, PCR test, you would actually describe the methods
that you use in excrutiating detail. So that your work could be replicated. And that means that
as landscape archaeology matures, survey archeology matures, it becomes less scientific! Does
it?Fiori: Well it’s not an experimental, that you can replicate elsewhere?
Seamus: Well, it could be replicated right here again.
Dimitri: It could be a lab versus field distinction, though. Like I don’t know. Does field, does
field geology describe in excruciating detail?
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W17 Dimitri: So then we use our other computers to do like GIS or queries or whatever. Bill has two
computers, right?
Costis: So what’s the setup then, now, in terms of computers? You’ve got this one, which is
really, you know, that we can to construct the, you know, the, the cloud. It and it’s like model,
practically. Right? Yes?
Dimitri: Yeah.
Bill: I do. I have a computer set up in my room that runs the. I do most of the, most of the
Access stuff?
Dimitri: Yeah.
Bill: Most of the Access and anything that’s – .
Dimitri: Some GIS stuff too.
Bill: Yeah.
Costis: Yeah.
Bill: Anything that’s quantitative, or, if you run through eXcel or whatever.
Costis: Yeah, yeah.
Bill: I don’t do SPSS or R or anything like that. Yet! I mean we’re still at the stage where a lot of
our work is just. Kind of run through Access queries.

W18 Bill: Yeah. And Scott can get into a little bit more into this detail. I see it, I don’t see it, um. I
know what an ARS-99 is, cause its really common, but I see this at the um, at the data end as
opposed to the, the what he is thinking end. Uh, they’ve added a column in the database called
Function, and, um the function should be baked into the chronotype, into the typology, right?
In the sense that these are mostly function – but it’s clearly interesting things that are hap-
pening that I don’t understand. Like Amphora Archaic Classical, this is an Archaic, the Classical
period, amphora, that 7 of them are storage amphora and 12 of them are transport amphora, in
terms of the function. And I don’t really know what that distinction is. Now, maybe that that
they just told me, oh, yeah, well, we change, we just, recorded that data wrong for whatever
reason. Or maybe they say, oh, these are different things from these. And then we have to have
the conversation: what do we want to mint a new chronotype? That is, Storage Amphora,
Archaic Classical, versus Transport Amphora, Archaic Classical, and effectively eliminate, uh
eliminate this column. Like, I mean, and there’s some stuff that’s weird, like a Storage ARS
Vessel. ARS vessels are tableware. Like maybe he’s talking about a table amphora or maybe
there’s like an African Red Slip lekani or something? I don’t really know what that is. So some of
this we have to go back and talk to our ceramics people and say, what? What what what, what
were you thinking? And should this be here? Like, here’s ARS-1 that’s identified in two different
function categories. So. Um.

W19 Bill: Um. think I it’s just that, I find it, because I have only ever worked in like an SQL
environment, like I know, I understand SQL, and enough like Visual Basic, that I can make
it do almost any query that I want it to. Um. And the only downside is that. Yeah. And
that I know how to break down query, so instead of creating like incredibly complex, like
you queries, know, nested clatter)). ((unclear, wind, These tabs are all running like queries
that, that, that work in sequence? And for me, this is really useful because it allows me to go
back and check my work really easily and visually. Um, so I really like that about it. Uh, I
suspect, FileMaker, other things allow you to do similar things and work in the same way.
But I’m just very. And actually, the bones of some of these databases are, they date back to
the 20th Century. And so we were able to like repurpose a lot of this. Like I think the one that
the ceramics keyed into was one I designed for APKAS, which is a survey on Kythera in like
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2000 maybe, or 2001? My first year there, which is like converted from something Tim had
like poorly designed for for EKAS, Isthmia or something. So we’re able to recycle lots of
bits. Um. But it’s not good at uh. Well, as you probably gathered, it’s not good at uh, uh,
like since it doesn’t function online at – FileMaker, I think goes online a lot easier – it made it
so that all, we had to have lots of separate instances running simultaneously. And I knew there
were ways like masters and childs and things like that. But I just never, I never introduced that
just because it seemed harder to learn how to use it than it was to do the things the way I was
doing it.

W20 Costis: So since the morning, I mean already, and now again, you mentioned the way in which
you merge whatever happens and you collect the data into a master database, and how you
make sure that the merging is correct and all that kind of stuff, right? So this has set some kind
of strategy. Did you develop your strategy empirically? Did you read about it somewhere? How
did it happen?
Dimitri: Just on the fly.
Costis: Just on the fly.
Dimitri: Yeah, the on fly with just, students bringing in data – .
Bill: I think maybe you and I talked about a little bit, you know. Dimitri understands how. Uh, it
it seems like –maybe this is unfair. But like you and I understand Access to a much greater
extent than, say, our ceramics people understand Access? So you and I spent more time talking
about how the database would work than, say, any of the ceramics people.
Dimitri: Yeah, yeah. But part, you know, we we did have a conversation of some point, I
remember early on. Like, do we want to bring some – do we have the resources to bring
somebody in or to design the database structures for us? But, you know, the I think our concern
was that we’d be able to. Our concern was that it would it would it would be functional,
obviously functional, but also simple enough that we would be able to do something with it
ourselves that, you know, there’s always the, the fear that something super fancy gets designed.
But then, yeah. You know. Field work always takes, it always takes longer to publish stuff than
you think it’s going to take, and. And you just want to make sure that you kind of control.
Control your data.
Bill: And Access is great. I think that’s some ways the data structures are also transparent,
right? Like if I need to, if I’m going to send this to Eric, when I when I send this to Eric Kansa, I
literally just like outport, output this to either csv or Excel or whatever. And like, he doesn’t
even have to turn his PC on. He can just, you know, open it and have it ingested into Open
Context. I mean, he, he’ll check it and do his normal Eric Kansa stuff, um but it just it’s just
super. Yeah, it’s just. And for me, that that goes a long way because I like to knowwhat’s kind of
happening?

W21 Dimitri: So this is a, this is a model of a, of an Acropolis site. So it’s a, the acropolis of a
Classical polis, effectively. That we, where you can see that all those GPS points are along the
fortification line? Um. And so we were, um. So we had all these GPS points, and we had all these
aerial photos from the drone, but they didn’t really match up. And um. And it’s not okay, maybe
it’s not the most important thing in the world, you know, that they match up perfectly. But um.
We were able to, we were able to make them match up reasonably well by using control points.
So um. So that allows us effectively to draw from the, from the aerial photograph. And then we
can go, we can go back and check to make sure that the drawing is right. Um. So, I mean, these
are things we could have done without digital tools, but.
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W22 Bill: Yeah. I mean, this is a mess. But what we’re going to –we will give the photographs to –we
have 23,000 photographs? You get photographs – .
Seamus: 23,000 digital images of units.
Bill: Um, we’re yeah. going So to give those to Open Context to publish.
Dimitri: And they’re all numbered.
Costis: Are to you going use any of those in publication?
Seamus: And they all have metadata with them?
Bill: The metadata will have to be populated. Uh, Eric will help with that. Like, they will
be – you know, they have basic metadata as digital photos, right? So they’ve come off the
cameras and they still have that. But they don’t have like individual, you know, meta metadata.
Seamus: You could do it with a GIS, right?
Costis: With a unit.
Bill: Yeah, well, I think absolutely. Yes, yes, yes. So on a bas, at a basic level. But they don’t
have like CIDOC or something, right? They don’t have like a huge, huge multi –
Seamus: You you know, could, you could, you could click on this area here if this had been one
of those units, and you could look at the images, the, weather images they’ve taken, the
((#unclear; “archetical”)) image for the day, that they’ve taken of that.
Bill: Yeah. I mean we’re not super automated just because, frankly, like me and Dimitri are the
only one who use, and don’t like – are the only ones like fluent in the GIS. And we can also type
in, you know, whatever. If you click on, if you click on this unit. Which is unit, you know, 16 3 3
5. And we would just type in, you know, we’d tell it to that search folder for 16 3 3 5, and it would
pull them up. So we haven’t done any of the really slick stuff where, you can pull up everything
in a single, you know, integrated –
Dimitri: I thought you had links in the Access database?
Bill: I-I could build the links in the Access database, but they all live – but since there’s a
bajillion of these things, and they all live on my external hard drive?
Dimitri: Oh, right.
Bill: You know, I just, just haven’t bothered. Or we could put them all up in Dropbox and do
that. So we haven’t done as much of the. What are the advantages? Probably. What are the
disadvantages of the way we’ve done data, which is really ad hoc. Is that me and Dimitri are
very comfortable moving between –maybe, maybe just me at times, moving between these
various things? But I know mean, you how to do it. I mean we take 10 seconds to explain it, but
it’s probably hampered the ability of our, our, our, our graduate students to use these things.
Costis: To navigate with the – .
Bill: Yeah. Because – .
Costis: – seeing which photos would – .
Bill: Yeah. Like it, or even figuring out how to, you know, not to say these are hard ideas or
concepts. Like, most of these students are actually formal training in GIS, which we don’t. But
since we haven’t made it all like beautifully synched. You know, there’s a lot of explaining and
work arounds and we hope. Bricolage, is is a nice way to put it, cause it sounds French, but a lot
of it is just, you know. Oh, you have to look at that, no no, that folder. No, the other folder. No,
its on the hard – it’s the GIS folder on the, on my portable drive. Here, you want me to bring it
over? OK. So it’s a lot of Facebook messengering.

W23 Bill: Yeah. Like it, or even figuring out how to, you know, not to say these are hard ideas or
concepts. Like, most of these students are actually formal training in GIS, which we don’t. But
since we haven’t made it all like beautifully synched. You know, there’s a lot of explaining and
work arounds and we hope. Bricolage, is is a nice way to put it, cause it sounds French, but a lot
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of it is just, you know. Oh, you have to look at that, no no, that folder. No, the other folder. No,
its on the hard – it’s the GIS folder on the, on my portable drive. Here, you want me to bring it
over? OK. So it’s a lot of Facebook messengering.

W24 Dimitri: Because last year we tended, you know, during the field season we would have like
basically two types of meetings. One, you know, one with just the directors, and then one with
the directors and the grad students. But last year, the study season, that that hierarchy became
very flat. And so I was just like, OK, we’re having a meeting! Actually had daily meetings, didn’t
we? Didn’t Sarah mandate daily meetings?
Bill: That got to be a bit much.
Dimitri: But, um, but it was a way for us to make sure that, you know, that we were all kind of
on the same page. Then we were like a team of like, what, 12? Or something like that? So, yeah.
And then I, um, I actually scanned every, um, when I get back from Greece. I scan these
notebooks to PDF, so that we, so that if I lose something like that, we have that. And also I, this
is the second notebook I have from, um fromWARP. So the first one I just left at home. Or left in
my office, and we’ve got the PDF scan of it.

W25 Dimitri: hard It’s with maps. Like, what I end up. Because with maps, like maps like this where
you can tell what they’re trying to represent, but it’s not represented in the kind of Cartesian
way that GIS can easily swallow. What you end up doing is kind of like, OK, well, they’re
showing this road – and there’s a lot of like old roads. I was trying to figure out like, OK, trying
to reproduce old roads. You can see like, OK, well, I think it’s going, the road is going around
this hill and that, this hill is probably this hill. So I’ll just draw a line in GIS like around this, you
know? So I was like all that kind of stuff. But it’s, it’s, it’s more, um. (0.2) It’s more impres-
sionistic in a way than it is, kind of, you know, taking maps, and layering on top of each other.
But yeah, these these Venetian maps are so neat. There’s a guy um, in Athens who’s been,
who’s collected material from the Ottoman, um, from the Ottoman archives about our survey
area. And um, I haven’t met with him this summer. Um, but we, we’ve ex – uh. He emailed me, I
emailed him back, but I didn’t hear back from him. So I should, I should probably just call him,
one of these days. It’s one of things I need to do. Um. But yeah. So he’s collected somematerials,
Ottoman archival material and um. You know, he’s so, you know, these are Ottoman archives
are not very discursive? They’re more of just like lists of like, this village has this many mills,
and it has, you know.

W26 Bill: Yeah. Yeah, right. Prehistoric or medium coarse ware, ancient historic or whatever. But
how do we relate them, those objects to the data? Um. Daniel offered a really good suggestion
that we didn’t implement. I mean he did it in, two thousand’s –whatever, ‘17, so it wasn’t all
useful, but. Which is, you know, a huge whiteboard with basically one, two, three, four, five,
six, seven, eight and a camera, and just, take a picture and then you know, which sherds have
which batches. But now there’s no way to, to reassign – to assign. Unless you go and empty the
bag out, and can assign everything to their original batch, which means basically re-reading all
the pottery. And, if a batch say, oh, I think these three sherds are alike, and then Scott Gallimore
looks at them and says, oh no, these two are Argive fabric, late Roman 2 type amphoras. And
this is, oh this is a Cretan amphora. Okay, now we have to disaggregate that batch, if they are
batched together to begin. And so we discovered there was, we would have to, if we were to do
this over again, I would ask that we photograph all pottery of every bat – of every unit. Or we
develop a systematic way to do it. So that they could
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W27 Seamus: I think Fred Plog did that in the 1980s, for 500,000 objects in the All-American
Pipeline Project.
Bill: Sure.
Seamus: But um, there was significant problems with uh, his dataset. And then it became lost,
because the proprietary software, from the company wanted a large amount of money for the
continued use of the software, pulled the software from the University of New Mexico’s
machines, and um. There were thousands of – it was a thousand tapes or something. Um.
Bill: Full of all his ((#unclear, “fired”?))
Seamus: Filled with the images of the pottery that were done in the ‘80s. They were made
inaccessible. But anyway.

W28 Bill: Yeah, I’m not sure that would be our problem as much as just, work-flowing in the
apotheke. Um, I suspect he has, you know, for a project of that scale, I’m sure he had a staffwho
could run things through. But ours, you know, we’re –
Seamus: He used a conveyor belt to pull it through.
Bill: Did he really?
Seamus: To pull it [through.
Dimitri: I was thinking about a conveyor belt as a joke, but. I guess not.
Seamus: Yeah he used the conveyor belt to pull it through the scanner. And it, there were
problems. With, for example, the bits of obsidian with the shadows were measured, cause as it
ought to measure th
Costis: Yeah.
Unknown: ((#unclear; “That’s why I mentioned a straight test.”?))
Bill: Yeah, so we don’t, we neither have a conveyor belt, nor do we have like. No, I mean, it
makes. We would have had to com – re-, reconceptualize our, our apotheke workflow, we
probably would’ve had to re-jigger our, the, the number of people in the apotheke, we would
have to like jigger a system to make sure all these photos were relabelled? Just relabelling the
photos we did take, almost caused our ceramicists to. You know, caused out ceramicists con-
siderable anxiety or.
Dimitri: Mental anguish?
Bill: Mental anguish.

W29 Bill: I think in variably – unless, you have something to genius-y to say? I mean, I think in
variably of all of these tools, um. I mean, this is going to sound completely banal and everyone
knows, right? But these tools ultimately like, tweak your, your data collection to their strengths,
right? I mean, whether it be ArcGIS or Access, that you end up kind of operating, by their rules
and not only by their rules in the, in a like formal sense – you know their rules are usually
dynamic enough that you can make it – but, but like their systems and how they want you to
kind of think and organise your data. It ends up kind of pushing you into doing particular kinds
of work? And I mean something as simple as, wanting to able to move from – to go back to the
very old technology – like the inability of a, of the codex, to be mated successfully with the like,
object or the, you know, the digital object, as a discrete kind of bounded thing. Or, is is I think.
Uh. Indicative of – I mean this is stuff that you guys know so much more about – But are
indicative of the challenges facing archaeology as a synthetic and a, you know, whether we say
it’s phenomenological or experiential, or like intrinsically inna – integritive, when you’re out in
the environment, right? With this kind of hyper-granular data workflow that almost all of these
applications, sort of want you to, you know, its bes – er, to use, probably an inappropriate
term – but it’s best practise, right? It’s, it’s required practise, that you gran – that your data is
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constantly pushed toward increasing granularity. Um, which means then you have to abide by
their rules, so to speak. To build up to these integrative, integrated understandings that ulti-
mately reflect the kinds of arguments you want to make, that ultimately reflect these kind of
complex bodies of knowledge, that are ultimately mostly represented within the form of the
codex, which is this kind of hyper linear way of encountering, encountering archeological
knowledge. And so you have this like, disconnect, then, between the move from experience
knowledge, which is like amorphous, to linear knowledge to these kind of very, very granular
and de-linearized tools that we’re constantly being asked to use. Um, at best, we can say, oh,
you know, this is. Re – reproduces the kind of, uh we were talking about you know, this kind of
pseudo-positivist or empirical or objectivist or whatever, you know, that, that we build our
arguments on data. But I think anyone who is a thoughtful archaeologist knows that this is not
really how we build arguments. Our arguments are built in these myriad ways. So I think that’s,
that the only time I ever think, oh, notebooks would be better, is when I look at a data set and
I’m like, I have no idea how to make sense of this. Like, essentially the granularity of this has
made it impossible for me to reconstruct in my head.

W30 Bill: Yeah like,] I think one of the things I’ve learned this year and last year, for example, is, so
what are the first things I ever did as an archaeologist on my own? And even then, it wasn’t
really on my own. Like, the first publication project I was given was a stupid fort on top of a hill.
And like, my advisor and I spent a lot of time up there, you know, bickering and mapping,
right? And, I still know that worked better than some of the forts that we flew the drone over,
and spent like a little bit of time looking at. And I don’t ever want to go and draw it by hand. But
there is no way to get back to that kind of, that kind of familiarity with the site where you just
spent hours and hours and hours up there and you returned to it again and again and again to
tweak your drawing and to check your drawing. And I think that almost all of our work has, in
fact, been like toward the opposite of that. And for me, at least, not going up again and again
and again, you know saved my knees and probably saves my kind of sanity in some ways. But, I
also don’t remember that site as well, being that like, times when I’m not there and thinking
about it, I’m more dependent upon like digital mediated representations of the site to think
about it, because I’m not thinking, like I spent a lot of time on stupid Mount Oneion in the
Corinthia, like looking around and being bored and standing by the broken compass and
yelling numbers and like peering around. That’s burnt into my memory. So I can, I really, you
know, this is the old monastic argument, right? ((#unclear))

W31 Bill: I mean they’re. (0.4) Yeah, I mean, I I just was getting into like a little bickering match on
Twitter – I’ve decided not to respond –where I make, like, I made the kind of quip that, this
tower that we droned yesterday. This is the third time we’ve droned the damn tower. Like we’ve
spent probably three days up there doing various types of like digital documentation? And
probably if Dimitri and I had gone up there with like a couple line levels and a broken compass,
like back in the day, like, that’s not a total station! Like we could have drawn the thing in eight
hours. And probably not felt any need to go back. Now, we’ve gone three days over three years
plus countless hours that we will end up processing the imagery. Plus then we’ll have to go
back and ground truth something, cause well, are you sure that’s what that is? And like, it’s
created entirely different sort of operating. You know, the range of op – the range, range of
operations. And I, I made the joke on Twitter that this is like digital archaeology at its finest!
You know, making our lives, like, more efficient! And someone’s like, well, and this like, kind of
jerk friend of mine was like, yeah, but if you’d drawn it and acquired all that embodied
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knowledge, it would have only been like in your, you know, YOUR embodi – it’s Poehler – like
YOUR embodied knowledge, as opposed to like being able to share this –
Dimitri: –with the world.
Bill: Yeah, with the world, which, I guess, man, except that basically no one gets embodied
knowledge. If we, if we argue that drawing an object or drawing its site creates embodied
knowledge, and droning over it, while I sit sullenly in the car bitching about, this is the third
time I’ve watched Dimitri drone this site, and hiking around or whatever? Um. Actually I have to
take this call, it’s with, a student.

W32 Dimitri: Yeah. It’s the same with, you know, my friend Sara Marie (+spelling), who I, coupl –
mentioned a couple times. She’s really good with photogrammetry. I think the only, and, you
know, like a lot of things, the only way to get good at it is just to do it. Right? And, um, and to
enter, and to get a feel for like, oh, this, this picture will be useful. Oh, this picture won’t be
useful. So there is a lot of trial and error with these, um, with new techniques. And its log – its
like only logical that, right? This stuff that that that that should be so. Um. You know the thing I
was thinking about, when Bill started talking was the way that, you know, the old mo – the old
model of archeological knowledge production is one that is, you know, tends to be kind of
singular and male and professorial. So like a single male professor, right? Um. Maybe with the
help of some notebooks and some drawings and some photographs. Like, but, you know,
someone who really got – someone who supposedly really knows his site, writes a kind of
monograph about the site. You know, after the excavation is done and dusted. Um, so, you
know, like you had. You used to have excavation publications that were that were, that were
monographs that were single author. Like increasingly that’s impossible now, right? There’s
just, there’s too much to know. It’s impossible for anyone to possess all of the relevant skills. It’s
impossible for anyone for present, to pre – to possess the relevant knowledge. And so you have
these projects that are, that are, that’re split up. You know, with like, our, our project has three,
four directors, right? And so, um. There is a way in which the like. I mean, I guess we could
imagine a way of running a project with six professors and six graduate students and 20
undergrads. Where we – everything is happening in (.) paper. But, it’s kind of, it is kind of hard
to imagine, right? I mean, I guess we could do it, in the end. We would end up probably
replicating digital structures in non-digital formats like, forms of databases, right? That are,
that are on paper and sort of being or like, you know, lists of things. Right? So, I mean, I think
the kind of that these digital technologies are to a certain extent necessary to accommodate the
way that archeological knowledge is increasingly broken up.

W33 Dimitri: I don’t know. I guess it’s bad. I mean. I don’t know. I know for my dissertation, I was
just thinking, you know, I could have saved myself a huge amount of headache if I had just like
thought about like what I wanted to do and like what data structures I needed and just learned,
you know, learned it properly. Instead of like starting with something a little bit like jerry-
rigged. And then you’re like, marri – you’ve already got all your data in this like kind of crazy
jerry-rigged thing. And so you just continue to do it almost to its breaking point. Right? Almost
to the point where you’re like this is. You almost think about starting over, but then you’re like,
no, I’m just going to finish my dissertation and that’s it. And then I’m, you know, I’m going to
like write the, write the dissertation and get out, you know? Um. So I don’t know. There’s like a.
And then you end up. Yeah. You end up not, not learning something, because you’re just too. I
don’t know. I mean, for me, like my problem is I never, when I’m doing research, I never know
what I’m doing? I’m one of those people. Like I know people who are very. Structured thinkers.
And they know what, they’ll like do all the reading and they’ll like attack the problem, and they
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sort of know what they’re going to do. And for me, it’s like, much more like meandering, I think
I’m going to write a paper about this, and it kinda turns into this other thing. And I realised like,
oh, I don’t know anything about this, and I need to, like, fill in that hole. So for me, it’s like,
yeah. So my my. I’m not a very um. I’m not a very disciplined thinker. And as a result, I’m kind
of like always coming up with temporary solutions rather than permanent ones. Not so much
archeological projects. I’m thinking more about like, if I’m writing a paper about something.
And I realised I need to pull together some data. I’ll just sort of do whatever’s easiest, right? And
then, [you realize –

W34 Dimitri: Yeah. The whatever works principle. And sometimes you do it like the long way, and
you realise you’re probably wasting a bunch of time, but you’re like whatever. And I know if I
do it the long way, I’ll be done with this in like 8 hours, and then you’re done, instead of like.
But you know, then you end up kind of like. I don’t know. Um. You don’t end up using. You
don’t end up developing new skills. And so you wind up kind of stuck in the same place. Right?
You worry that it, um, it inhibits creativity because you just. You just. Yeah. You’ve got like,
three or four tools that you just use purely instead of, like trying to do something new. Right?
Or, or having a new tool in your, in your toolkit that will allow you to think more creatively
about problem solving.

W35 Dimitri: This is the worry, right? I mean, this is something that Bill worried a lot about, um in
print. And I guess, I’ve, and I worried about it too, and talking to him. That there’s always such
a push. There’s always such a. Like I was even talking to my wife about this, talking to Sarah
about this, the other day on the phone. She was like, why are you guys doing all this, this stuff
that you’re doing instead of more field work? Well, I think. And you know, it’s like this, this
problem that, yeah, we always want to collect more data, we always want to go in the field and
collect more data. And then, it just, it ends up being paralyzing. Right? Because you’re just. Um.
Yeah, because then you don’t you don’t you don’t actually think about, what you have and how
to like construct it in a meaningful way. You’re just constantly, you’re trying to inject more data
into the system, as if that will like, solve your problems, where it just creates more problems,
because it’s like more, more stuff you need to deal with. Right? I think, you know, in a way, I
think I’ve written this even in a, like a blog post, that like I think digital data does make things
harder. But, but in a way, that’s ok – that’s a good thing? Like, because, I don’t know, good
interpretations or, you know, import – I don’t know. They should be hard. Right? There
should – it should be. The process of coming up with a good argument is a, is a, is a hard one
and, and trying to figure out. And try – you know. I don’t know. I don’t like. I mean maybe I has
to do with me, but I don’t like simple, reductive explanations. Right? And so I want, I like
arguments that, that embrace the complexity of evidence and that, and don’t try to, and don’t
try to like sweep evidence under the rug. So that, I think there’s a virtue in making it hard. Like
it should be hard. Right? What we’re doing is supposed to be hard. It’s not supposed to be easy.
It’s not supposed to be like, we just dump a bunch of data in a database, and like hit a button,
and then like, our answers are solved for us. Right? That it. But it. Um.

W36 Dimitri: In raw format, I’m saying that, without understanding like, collection protocols and all
this kind of stuff, it’s hard to. You know what I mean? Even if you could, bring up a map of all
the late Roman amphoras like found on surveys in the Peloponnese, like. No?
Bill: I’m, I’m tend to be more optimistic that this data has meaning. I mean, that, you know, oh,
maybe, maybe it’s because I’ve just spent, you know, 10 years working on Polis data? That
reaches, you know. To be fair to my friends at Polis, they did the best they could with what they
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had. Which, you know, we don’t know what they discarded, for example? So, you know. I’m
assuming they didn’t discard, like, you know, complete vessels or all the late Roman pottery
BCHEW! Or whatever. Like, you know, you can. And survey I think it is pretty interesting
because survey is always. You know. Survey is always a selective, it’s a certain sample, right?
It’s a strange, selective sample. And then, maybe, maybe, maybe digital data from excavation is
always going to be, or even paper notebooks and, and boxes full of pottery is always gonna
cau – give, give pause, right? You’re always gonna have to temper, you know? And Polis, man,
I’m. This, I spent this last two years working on data from, from the distant past, from 1988 and
1989, that didn’t have robust paradata, that you know, didn’t have – and its notebooks and
boxes of sherds. And, I felt like I could construct reasonable, reasonable arguments from it, that
didn’t go beyond what I felt like the edges of the data, you know? Didn’t devolve into spec-
ulation. And I think, if you could pull up a map in a hundred years, of all the late Roman
amphoras in the Peloponnesos, I think that’s incredibly important for survey. You know, for,
that’s an incredibly important piece of – like, we certainly can’t do that now. We can’t even pull
up all the late Roman amphora from all the survey projects, like in the Peloponnesos. So. I’m,
I’m more optimistic. Maybe. Maybe I’ve hang out with Eric Kansa or something too much, but
like, I feel like, one of the next steps in our. Is. Just like, I think people look more at Kurzel
(+spelling), right? And some of these other people really ad – advocate strongly for going back
and using, going back and doing things with legacy projects, right? Like really committing. And
you’ve, you – even that for do, cite such such insanity, right? Like, going back to these, older
projects and trying to understand what the hell was going on and publish them. You know,
people are willing to do that! Maybe they’re aren’t, certainly going back and excavating a digital
dataset. Doesn’t seem. Inconceivably, inconceivable from an archeological standpoint.
Dimitri: Well, if we, if we do a responsible job publishing the survey, and we do a responsible
job archiving our data. The value added… that’s not that, I’m not saying the archive is useless,
even – like let’s assume, best case scenario, we do a responsible job excav – publishing the
survey, we do a responsible job archiving our data. Our data is fully accessible in a hundred
years.((background noises))
Dimitri: Like, is there a huge amount of value added? I mean, people will have different
research questions, and there’ll all these good. You know, there’ll be all kinds of reasons why
people might come, go back to look at our data. But. I don’t know. It seems like, Polis is
different. You’re talking about a site that was never – or at least, the neighbourhood you’re
studying was never published, right? In any meaningful way. So you’re, you’re doing the basic
work of publishing an unpublished site, on the bas – so like, and that just has to do with like
basic archaeological responsibility. Right? Whereas like, I guess I’m thinking, I’m assuming a
situation where like, we actually do publish our survey. In part because let’s say we don’t feel
particularly sanguine about – I was saying it’s like, in some ways safer operating principle to
assume that like, our archive. Do you knowwhat I mean? Like, oh, it’ll be fine. Like we’ll leave it
to the next generation, to like interpret our survey because our data will be fully available, and
like they’ll be able to do whatever they, you know, they can, they can interpret however they
want, right? Like, I don’t know.

W37 Bill: But, but here’s another example, right? Like it’s, kind of a simple one, and maybe sort of,
20 percent stupid. But like. Not to get all Guy Sanders-y, but like, let’s say we want re-date, like
we, we have some good arguments now to re-date assorted horizons from Polis, right? That we
think are generalizable. Or we’re beginning to feel like they’re generalizable. If we wanted to
say, look at the churches at –Marcus Routman published at, at uh Kalavasos-Kopetra, another
Cypriot site, that, it’s not published in the Dark Ages, published in 2004. And we went on, and
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he’s a careful excavator, let’s say, I think he is. Um, and we want to be able to publish, and we
want to be able to potentially re-date his buildings, in accordance with our new, with our new
chronology, right?
Dimitri: Yeah.
Bill: I think, we can’t do that. Like there is no way to crack into his data. Now, there is no doubt
that Marcus Routman has digital data. Like there is nothing about that book that suggests this
wasn’t generated, like it’s, it’s quantitative! He just didn’t happen to present the data in a way
that is available so that I can say what are the fen – he even says, the foundation trenches have
ceramics from the State. But there’s no way to see the complete assemblage, right? Which you
may say, oh, it’s a weakness in his publication.

W38 Dimitri: Yeah. There are other surveys that are finding all kinds of neat stuff all the time. It’s a
different kind of situation. But yeah, my feeling was always that survey was, like, the first time I
did survey, I didn’t. I didn’t dislike it, but I didn’t fall in love with it immediately. And I got
interested in it because I, I realised it could tell us something interesting about the landscapes
and settlement systems. And it was, it was from that that I got into it. So I don’t know, there’s a.
I think the, the manage – it’s easier to communicate those kinds of big picture results on the fly
in a digital, if you have a digital workflow, than if you’re just kind of like, I don’t know.
Operating with a A0 sheets of like one to 5000 topo maps, that you got from the Geografia
Ypiresia Stratou. And you’re just like, look, we found a site here! You know, that kind of
stuff. Yeah
Bill: And I think that, that being able to keep morale high, you know? And especially when it’s
hot, when it’s dragging, when your team hasn’t seen a sherd for like a fortnight. It’s – [and
like yeah
Dimitri: It’s a really important part. It’s a really underrated part of archaeology, yeah.
Bill: Yeah and being able to demonstrate that digitally. Right? And produce a map every
Sunday. And, and I would do a little report and, you know, I wouldn’t make it too jokey or
anything. But like, you know, you can show how teams are progressing and like that, that kind
of builds rapport builds a springboard
Dimitri: We had this, we had the, we had the teams do weekly reports. It’s sort of part of their
field school experience. So they had to, they do get a little reports about their piece of the
survey. But it was just. But we uh, Bill would do a kind of weekly overview that would put it into
a broader context.
Seamus: Did they get academic credit for this
Dimitri: The, yeah, they did. The Colorado students did, the Laurier students did.
Seamus: These are the undergraduates?
Dimitri: Yeah. So we would take them on, on Saturdays, we’d take them on field trips, we’d
take them to archaeological sites. Um, we’d give reports. Bill and I and Sarah and Scott, we give
reports. Um. So it was like, yeah, we would. It was a, it was a fair amount of work. Yeah.
Bill: It’s funny, our lack of a kind of live database that say, the students can like log into? Has
been like responsible as much for –which is an inefficiency, right? Like, optimally, like we’ve
talked about like, oh, can we just put the data? Well, the fact that half of our teams use only
Macs, so they can’t download and use Access. And then they can’t use ArcGIS – ensures that
they keep in touch with us, which is kind of nice. Right? Like it’s not by design. But, it’s like an
inefficiency that actually breeds. You know you se

W39 Bill: Yeah, I think the big thing that I came away with, if there’s one. That the digital stuff.
Think. I don’t know, like I, I go to a lot of these panels and I’masked to go to a lot of these digital
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archaeology conferences. They’re mostly Mediterraneanists, right? You hear the same like,
stuff. And uh. About efficiency and all these really elaborate and fancy like, bespoke systems
that, you know, integrate, you know. ((#unclear, undertone)) Google Glass! They just walked
around, and we looked at the data at home using community based computing, or whatever.
And like, I guess all of stuff’s still sort of neat to me, and I can geek out on it with the best of
them. But like we didn’t do anything like that. But we still recorded on paper forms, in like the
second decade of the 21st Century, like. We, we didn’t have a server. Like, we didn’t. Yeah, we
didn’t do any of that stuff. And I think that we managed to maintain, like a very, like a
relatively –maybe not Sarah Murray levels of data integrity – but our data, level of data
integrity is, is, very much commensurate with the kind of analysis that we want to do? Um, like
when we find there’s something like, the digital photos that are missing, like 7 percent of our
units don’t have digital photos. Like I, I have no problems sleeping knowing that 7 percent of
our units don’t have digital photos. Right? And like, yes, that could have been 100 percent if we
all had iPads in the field. But, I think you would have sacrificed other things by doing that.
Right? It would’ve been a financial expense, it would’ve made us less familiar with our data, it
would have – um, and on top of it, I think that, I don’t know, Dmitri was fired up about this, so
I’ll steal it from him. Um, years, a few years ago at a conference in Boston, basically someone
said, if you don’t have the money to afford iPads. You remember this?

W40 Bill: Like, maybe you shouldn’t be running an archeological project. Which is bad on a, which
appalled me on any number of levels, particularly at like a small cheap, like a small, like
relatively poor State university. It basically would exclude, you know, a large swath of
American, of American academics from like running archaeological projects, because six field
teams with the iPads would have run us six grand. Right? And probably recurring costs, as you
know, students left them in the field or broke them. Yeah. Ran the batteries down because they
streamed Larry Potter on them, or whatever! And I think that, we did it like bare bones and we
did it ad hoc, and we, like our data was fine because we’re careful archaeologists. And we like
instilled that. And I think that’s, that’s a good, like in all of the hype about new technology and,
you know, all this crap, that I’m just so tired like, digital workflows? God, if I have to hear the
word work – I’m certain now, we’ll need to write papers that like rant about workflow. Because I
can’t stand the term. And I don’t like the origins of the term, I don’t like what the term stands for
ideologically, I don’t like, what it’s just about how archeological knowledge is produced. Um.
We didn’t have any of that. Like we didn’t. Maybe we used the word workflow, I don’t know. But
we did it in a kind of way that I think stayed true to, to what we could afford and what we could
do, without having to cede much ground of expertise. I think that’s good. Like and when you
hear it now, when I hear people going on and on about how, how could they be expected to
maintain like, the digital workflow, blah, blah, blah, from seven trenches that produced 8,000
artefacts? Like, yeah we managed to maintain 120,000 artefacts over four years, uh. On paper
basically. I mean, not entirely. Like, that’s good. Like it’s a good message. It’s a good message
for archaeology

W41 Bill: Yeah, I’ve become a little obsessed with, like. I’ve become a little obsessed with, you know,
20th Century ideas of efficiency? And like workflow, and efficiencies. Yeah. What? Yeah. Some
of this goes back to those kinds of ideas. Right? Um. You know, um. And how deeply embedded
it is within these kind of capitalist notions of, yeah, of efficiency and uh. Yeah, so it’s like kind
of grounded, grounded in those. And how and how workflow is, is effectively, um. How
workflow is also effectively, responsible in part, the notion of workflow is responsible in part,
for the contracting notion of expertise, right? In the workforce. And the contracting notion of
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expertise leads to, you know, that sort of, um, uberification of the American workforce. Right?
When, when workers become cogs, because the system is what produces the product rather
than individuals? And I’m not suggesting that we go back to craft, where, you know, if I want to
get car tyres, I have to go to like the rubber smelter or something like that. But I think this as a
general. That’s a general. Way of thinking about knowledge production, is part of the reason
why university administrators can suggest we adjunctify a large number of our faculty, and that
we can, you know, yeah. That we can, that a field like Classics, or Mediterranean archaeology,
for that matter, can be disaggregated into these micro parts. Right? That then all can be like
reconstituted in some way, to produce the same knowledge, because we can have student, you
know, take these classes in this sequence in this order to produce WOOP! at the end, you know,
a fully rounded student. Whereas a cat like Dimitri, who’s like equally as conversant in, you
know, whatever, Classical Greek philology, linear B, you know, landscapes of the
Peloponnesos, uh, field archaeology, like packages knowledge in a way that’s irre – that, that’s
irreducible. Like it can’t be created, it can’t be workflowed. Like you can’t reproduce someone,
someone like that by hiring, you know, an adjunct linear-B-ologist, an adjunct field archae-
ologist, an adjunct Classicist, an adjunct, you know, Peloponnesian topographer, or something.
Like you couldn’t create that. I mean, you couldn’t create a student who, you know, uh. Like
Christis’, I think is a great example, like counter workflow. like we have a friend, Christis
Chirellis (+spelling), who, just, I don’t know if you know the dude, like he just knows a vast
amount of everything. Right? In this hodgepodge. He’s like a human curio cabinet. Like he
walks into the field, and he’d be like, oh, this tin can is from this like collective of farmers in
Lamia! And oh, look, this water bottle, this is a spring, you know, 20 miles from Stymphalos,
that has medieval rem – like just, just constant flow of inform – like, there’s no way to replicate
that! Right? So this is my like, anti, anti-workf

W42 Bill: Yeah! I think craft’s hugely important. I mean, I think. And I don’t wanna, like. I think, I
think we see craft as, I think. I’ve never had an ar – I’ve never had, I’ve taken archaeology class.
I sat in on one, graduate school for. But it was during my pick up basketball game? So I had to
kind of leave a little bit early. It wasn’t one of my proudest moments. So everything I’ve learned
has basically been field-taught. Right? Like from GIS to the database management – it’s prob-
ably why your G – database is a little, you know, crazy – but I, like, to field methods, to iden-
tifying ceramic, you know, such as I can. Right? And even architectural history was like, largely
done on the fly. And I think that, that our students too often have, um, our graduate students in
particular, who often have far superior technical training, like still need do sh – you know, do
the shit in the field! Like still need to be able to, like. I mean you could see. You can see students
are graduate students struggling with our data and struggling with GIS. Not because they don’t
know GIS, or they don’t understand archaeological data, in almost every way, they’re far
superior, intellectually and training wise, but they are superior in every way, like intellectually
and in terms of their training to me. Like, um, my kid, she’s history. Um. But they don’t. They
don’t have craft, like yet. And, and, and our graduate students are smart. They know it. And
that’s all come, it’s hard to get them back down here because you’re doing seven field projects
each, right? They’re going in the field, and they know that the way they’re going to learn to do
archaeology is, work on Crete, is work with Sarah Murray, is working Nochi (+spelling), and like
work on Cypress, work on these other projects, see how other people do stuff. And so, despite all
of this talk about archaeology, and like mediate, and like creating workflows where you can just
like drop in, you know, interchangeable pieces, I still think like at the core, to be a good
archaeologist, you just have to do fieldwork, and you have to get your hands dirty with data,
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and you have to learn GIS by doing GIS. You can’t just take dozens of classes, and hope to be
able to drop into a Mediterranean [project
Dimitri: But they didn’t learn that much in those classes. A lot of those GIS classes, it’s like the
instructor doing the GIS, and they’re supposed to like watch and learn. But it’s not.
Bill: Yeah, we can throw the instructor under the bus
Dimitri: You can learn something.
Bill: – but I think fundamentally
Dimitri: No, I just mean that, no I just mean. I, I mean that that there’s like uh. Yeah. I mean
there’s a, there’s a disconnect, right? Especially the bit, between the way GIS is taught, and the
way that archaeologists use GIS. Like, we have to cobble together a lot of. You know, un-
rectified aerial photos from 1964 that we get on a little DVD, on ((#unclear, Greek; “evel-
pidon”)), right? But like. That’s not the way that GIS is taught. So yeah, there’s a, you know
what I mean? There’s a way in which they, they need to, they need to learn how to solve these
problems, yeah.
Bill: And field knowledge, too, right? Like, the only time, like most the time I spent feeling like a
good bit dumber than our, like, M A students? But until you get to the field and you see shit in
ways that they don’t. And you realise the only reason I see stuff is not because I’m smarter or
better prepared or anything, it’s just because. You know, I’ve walked around the Greek coun-
tryside for 20 years. I know the difference being a terrace and a check down from really far
away, and I know how fields work. And I think that’s where craft comes in, like that. To use the
phrase du jour, like a kind of embodied knowledge, that you know, you’re just comfortable, out
there. Whereas, our students get better, and I mean by the end? I think they were, they were
seeing stuff that I see didn’t see, which is great! Right? That’s what you hope. And I think they’re
off doing projects and I hope they hire me at their much finer universities one day. As a research
assistant, or something. There’s an adjunct or something.

W43 Bill: And field knowledge, too, right? Like, the only time, like most the time I spent feeling like a
good bit dumber than our, like, M A students? But until you get to the field and you see shit in
ways that they don’t. And you realise the only reason I see stuff is not because I’m smarter or
better prepared or anything, it’s just because. You know, I’ve walked around the Greek coun-
tryside for 20 years. I know the difference being a terrace and a check down from really far
away, and I know how fields work. And I think that’s where craft comes in, like that. To use the
phrase du jour, like a kind of embodied knowledge, that you know, you’re just comfortable, out
there. Whereas, our students get better, and I mean by the end? I think they were, they were
seeing stuff that I see didn’t see, which is great! Right? That’s what you hope. And I think they’re
off doing projects and I hope they hire me at their much finer universities one day. As a research
assistant, or something. There’s an adjunct or something.

W44 Dimitri: We’re here doing like the lowest level work, which is like photographing stuff and
measuring

W45 Costis: Yeah, yeah yeah. And I believe a combination of something like, this kind of more fully
autonomous provision of information on the one side, with some embodied experience in which
people can start by, you know, sort of feeling the actual sort of objects, et cetera, I think that’s
probably a great combination, it would work, because as you say the, the seasons, the peoples,
you take something in your heart, and immediately their interests would explode. You know,
that’s the thing.
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W46 Joey: Yeah, so. In the field, we are actually recording everything with pen and paper. Which is
kind of part of you know, I mean, I think it started offwith the fact that we couldn’t really afford
to have iPads. And then it became kind of part of the some – the, you know, the orientation of
the project is slow archaeology. This idea, the emphasis of the craft over efficiency. And so,
when we’re recording things like visibility or number of tiles, that was all done through hand,
recorded in the field, on pen and paper. And then in the afternoons the students were inputting
data into an access database. So the things that were recorded on the sheets by the team leaders
were then put in by undergraduates or graduate students into the access database. And then
now that data is, all kind of exists in the, the finds database and access, that we, we have access
to now, and can manipulate and link with the GIS and things like that.

W47 Joey: Yeah, I mean I have those files definitely. But I also, once like, once I manipulate, I
usually join my Excel, so I create tables in GIS and then link that with the spatial data that
we have. So I usually link them up with kind of our unit, like our unit shape files and then
I often export it back again so that I have kind of Excel files that are based on, based on the
GIS and then the ones that I’ve created beforehand, just like as a kind of a failsafe. And so
those are the main things I work with. I mean, I’ve done a lot of presentations where I use,
I guess, PowerPoint and things like that. But in terms of like social media, I don’t, I mean, I
don’t, I’m not really, I don’t, I don’t tweet. I don’t have Facebook and things like that. So it’s
not something that I use regularly. I mean, I use my camera on my phone a lot, but other
than that I don’t think there’s a ton of. I mean, I think in terms of like the use of drones and kind
of the 3D modelling, that’s something that really Bill and Dimitri do and the graduate students
don’t really participate in that much of. Although that’s something I would want to do, I
think like Dimitri doesn’t want other people to touch his drone, like rightfully so. It’s a pretty
expensive piece of technology. And none of us have computers that we could actually run,
create, create the map, the 3D models and things like that. My computer just doesn’t, can’t
do that.

W48 Joey: Well, I mean, I really had no experience or formal training in Access, and so a lot of a lot
of my use of Access has been like me trying to figure it out. And I’m like, I grew, you know, I was
born in 1992, so I’ve grown up with computers around me, but I’m not particularly adept I
would say. So it’s been a little bit of trial by fire and figuring out how to run queries in Access
and how to get the database to do things that I want. But at this point I have a few things that I
can do really, really well. And that has allowed me to kind of figure out the research that I want
to do. But every time I talk with Bill or Dimitri, they kind of like point something out to me,
because they’re really quite good with Access and like manipulating GIS data. So, Bill will point
me to something and it’s like you should try and do this with the Access and then I’ll do it and
then I’ll add that to my repertoire of skills. But one thing I think I need to get better at is like
being able to explore these things a little bit more on my own and figuring out what’s best for
my own project.

W49 Joey: That’s a really good question. I think personally I’m really concerned about the way in
which, and this is a concern that I think Dimitri and Bill have really introduced to me. I’m really
concerned with how digital technologies interfere or mediate the archaeological interpretation
in negative ways. So, I mean, traditionally, the way you would, the way you would document
like an architectural structure, you would draw it stone by stone. It would take hours. Now, we
just you know, we photograph it and do photogrammetry and we create a model, which is really
good. You know, it’s more accurate than a drawing can be, but it also means that the primary
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investigator doesn’t have that time to spend, you know, looking at every rock and really
understanding how the building works. So I think there’s increasing worry that more and more
digital technologies are mediating the way in which we collect data and interpret archaeology,
that we’re going to increasingly become less involved with the materials. And we just you know,
we won’t get our hands dirty as much and therefore we’ll be separated from our understanding
of the material. So that’s one challenge. I think there’s also, as technologies become increas-
ingly, just become better and more sophisticated. I think I’m a little bit concerned about the gap
between well-funded and not well-funded projects, because there are a lot of projects that have
huge grants that are part of, you know, really fancy universities. And they will be able to
purchase iPads. They will be able to do photogrammetry. And then there’s a lot of projects that
won’t be able to do that. So I think that’s a concern of mine as well.

W50 Joey: No, I think, I mean, I think it’s interesting that you guys chose WARP because I think we
have a very specific slant on the way we think about digital technologies. If you would go to like
the Pompeii Project, I don’t know if you’re familiar –
Costis: – Yeah, with Gabi (+spelling) and –
Joey: –Oh, yes. So Gabi’s (+spelling) out of Michigan. So I know all about it. And yeah, I mean,
it’s really interesting talking to my, my friends who are like the engineers behind the digital
projects. And they, they’re actually pretty sceptical. They they agree with a lot of these points.
But like, they’ve kind of like, are driven to do these things, kind of –
Costis: – To push the envelope.
Joey: Yeah. And a lot of it has to do with the specs of it. Not necessarily with how good the
interpretation is. I appreciate the way in which WARP is like DIY and like we’re all kind of have
our hands dirty in various different things. Yeah.

W51 Joey: Yeah. And a lot of it has to do with the specs of it. Not necessarily with how good the
interpretation is. I appreciate the way in which WARP is like DIY and like we’re all kind of have
our hands dirty in various different things. Yeah.

W52 Scott: It was, actually I think to a large extent, it was working on this project. And a lot of the
projects worked on before I still use the older school methods where the technology may be
maxed out at the use of a total station. But [unclear survey in central Crete, survey, the
Galatas we did make use of GIS, but I think here at WARP we’ve brying to where things
like photogrammetry and out an RTK unit use to really get precise measurements on the
points and using a drone to fly over and map a lot of areas. And I think to an extent it’s because
certain areas or certain –when I was working on Crete, I was working with older an older
director who in his 70s, and I think it just, these are methods that have worked from back in
the 70s. He wasn’t really interested in all the, the technology. But it’s nice to see kind of us
trying to, because with survey there aren’t always as many opportunities to do digital as
excavation.

W53 Scott: Yes, I’m, along with being one of the co-directors, I’m one of the potteries specialists. So I
was, I spent most of my time here in our apothiki. I was reading in the pottery on a regular basis,
cataloguing, overseeing the students, analysing things. So largely, I’m in charge of finds
analysis.
Costis: Right. So you’ve covered – but I also see that these days, since yesterday that we’ve seen
you here, you also have a role in the apothiki in general.
Scott: Yes. where, when questions arise, I try to help address them as much as possible.
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Costis: Is this this year? Just because Sara is not around here. Would she do the kind of job in
the apothiki that you’ve been doing?
Scott: Oftentimes we would both be in here and we would both do that type of job. And a lot of
times it would depend – .
Costis: who is – .
Scott: You know, what period is the pottery, or in some cases I think I’ve spent more time in
here so I have a better feel for where everything is. So if it’s a question of where is something,
often…

W54 Scott: I was, I helped with the creation of the and how finds would define that. database, we Not
as much the survey, the actual survey unit database, although it was consulted, you know, it
was a collaborative – and I think Dimitri and Bill were primarily on that side. And then Sarah
and I were helping, of define, kind you know, Bill helped us build the database of what was
going on.

W55 Costis: All right, so now we will start going into specific activities that you are involved in that
also involve digital technology one way or another. But before we do that, I mean, I was asking
you about the evidence that you’re collecting. And we talked about the database. We also
talked, about about stuff, you know, finds. And these finds come here and that apothiki. Would
you like to walk me and Fiori as well, around at the apothiki and tell us what is where, and you
know, how are things organised?
Scott: Umm. Actually, one place we can is here, start because what you’ll notice is we have all
of these crates filled with bags of pottery. And what we did is we organised them by unit
number. And so here we start with unit 1. So this crate is product from units 184 and then it goes
down, and it actually continues in a circle that wraps around all the way to where that fan is.
But we’re into the fifteen thousand. And each field team is given a block of numbers. So one
field team is given 1 to 999, for instance, and then the other is a thousand and up. But, that way,
when we were trying to find the unit party, that helped us organise it. And essentially what
would happen was at the end of the day, the field teams would come in and drop off all of their
pottery in a pile. And then the next morning we would organise it into these crates and stack it.
And then we would go in and read it in. And essentially, you can see we have we have all these
tables set up –what we can do is we would take – and if, you know this is just one sherd, but we
would take a bag, whether it was one sherd or it was 200 sherds, and we would dump it out on
the table, Sara and me, we would then organise it into these batches. So are all the pieces
unique, or are most of the bad pieces kind of the same type of tile? And then we would read it in,
where essentially we would have one of the students at the computer with the access database
open and we would stand there and read in all of the different fields, kind of talk about it. You
know what, this is a rim. Give them the colour. It’s reddish orange. Give them the shape. And
they would type in all that information. And then we would move on to the next batch. And part
of it, too, is we would try and not just talk where they didn’t see what was going on, show them
the piece of pottery. You know, some of the students, in fact, they would be able to look over
and you would realise they started typing before you started talking, because they knew what
you were going to say at a certain point, which was really nice to see. And then when it came to
pottery that was pulled for cataloguing, we didn’t really have an opportunity to wash a lot of the
unfortunately, finds, because they told us that we couldn’t take anything outside. And the trick
we found is we could wash it, but we couldn’t dry it. Which became a problem. So we were
We selective. would wash the catalogue pottery, we would have tarps out, out in the middle
of the floor. And after about four days, you could you could get it. And then we would, with that,
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we would actually read it into a more specific database where we define particular pieces in
more detail. This, in fact, a lot of this pottery, we have it in a 2D drawing, where we have
an illustrator come in and she draws the pottery. We have the photography station set up
in the back where we photograph it. And just try and get as much done, in that sense, as
possible. And then the drawers that we have back here, this is something we got from the Argos
museum. They’re renovating. So they were getting rid of them and asked them if we wanted
them. And what we did here is we’ve actually organised some of the catalogue assemblages.
You know, for particular parts of the survey zone – so this is an area, actually right at a part of
the, valley that bottlenecks, we were able to kind of keep the pottery from certain areas
together. So that way, too, if you were interested in, one, it helps us find some of these things,
because we have almost fourteen hundred catalogue objects. And one of the challenges is, I
mean, we have people. kind of, you can see in the background all over because we’re trying to
find particular things.
Costis: Yes.
Scott: It helps with some of it, although we have so much that it can still, you know, if it’s in a to
be drawn, if it’s in a petrographic sample, if it’s in the photography pile, things get scattered.
Costis: I see that you use a star and then some instruction of what is yet to be done.
Scott: And then on a lot of the tags, you’ll see we have various numbers, like P – or letters
and – so means P this has been photographed. D means it actually has been drawn, so cross
that instruction out. A C on a tag meant it had been catalogued. And then on the, the crates
themselves, we could have an R in a circle, which meant that everything in there been read. had
As a way for us to kind of, you know, just a simple illustration so that we could look and go,
well, what work still needs to be done? And the idea that hopefully then we didn’t miss any-
thing because we would have, kind of, you’d just have to go look at the tag on the front, you
know, for instance, and see, this pottery had been photographed, it had been read. So those
were kind of those key details we were using.
Costis: Right. So I see that he used these markings as your way of managing workflow, all sorts
of things that need to be done.
Scott: Yes.

W56 Scott: Umm. Actually, one place we can is here, start because what you’ll notice is we have all
of these crates filled with bags of pottery. And what we did is we organised them by unit
number. And so here we start with unit 1. So this crate is product from units 184 and then it goes
down, and it actually continues in a circle that wraps around all the way to where that fan is.
But we’re into the fifteen thousand. And each field team is given a block of numbers. So one
field team is given 1 to 999, for instance, and then the other is a thousand and up. But, that way,
when we were trying to find the unit party, that helped us organise it. And essentially what
would happen was at the end of the day, the field teams would come in and drop off all of their
pottery in a pile. And then the next morning we would organise it into these crates and stack it.
And then we would go in and read it in. And essentially, you can see we have we have all these
tables set up –what we can do is we would take – and if, you know this is just one sherd, but we
would take a bag, whether it was one sherd or it was 200 sherds, and we would dump it out on
the table, Sara and me, we would then organise it into these batches. So are all the pieces
unique, or are most of the bad pieces kind of the same type of tile? And then we would read it in,
where essentially we would have one of the students at the computer with the access database
open and we would stand there and read in all of the different fields, kind of talk about it. You
know what, this is a rim. Give them the colour. It’s reddish orange. Give them the shape. And
they would type in all that information. And then we would move on to the next batch. And part
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of it, too, is we would try and not just talk where they didn’t see what was going on, show them
the piece of pottery. You know, some of the students, in fact, they would be able to look over
and you would realise they started typing before you started talking, because they knew what
you were going to say at a certain point, which was really nice to see. And then when it came to
pottery that was pulled for cataloguing, we didn’t really have an opportunity to wash a lot of the
unfortunately, finds, because they told us that we couldn’t take anything outside. And the trick
we found is we could wash it, but we couldn’t dry it. Which became a problem. So we were We
selective. would wash the catalogue pottery, we would have tarps out, out in the middle of
the floor. And after about four days, you could you could get it. And then we would, with
that, we would actually read it into a more specific database where we define particular pieces
in more detail. This, in fact, a lot of this pottery, we have it in a 2D drawing, where we have
an illustrator come in and she draws the pottery. We have the photography station set up in the
back where we photograph it. And just try and get as much done, in that sense, as possible.
And then the drawers that we have back here, this is something we got from the Argos museum.
They’re renovating. So they were getting rid of them and asked them if we wanted them.
And what we did here is we’ve actually organised some of the catalogue assemblages. You
know, for particular parts of the survey zone – so this is an area, actually right at a part of
the, valley that bottlenecks, we were able to kind of keep the pottery from certain areas
together. So that way, too, if you were interested in, one, it helps us find some of these things,
because we have almost fourteen hundred catalogue objects. And one of the challenges is, I
mean, we have people. kind of, you can see in the background all over because we’re trying to
find particular things.

W57 Scott: And I think the decision there is that it could integrate with our GIS systems more. And it
was a program that a of us had lot on our computers to begin with, and that we were familiar
with. So that has been important for keeping the records organised because just the sheer
volume of, I mean our finds database on this almost 20,000 –

W58 Scott: And I think the decision there is that it could integrate with our GIS systems more. And it
was a program that a of us had lot on our computers to begin with, and that we were familiar
with. So that has been important for keeping the records organised because just the sheer
volume of, I mean our finds database on this almost 20,000 –
Costis: Yes.
Scott: specific entries. Catalogue database, 1400. It’s to organized. keep hard that You need a
database program, whether it’s FileMaker or Access for that. I mean, here we were making use
of digital cameras for all of our objects. I think that is, that was one of the great inventions that
helped archaeology, the idea that you could take multiple photographs and if one didn’t work
you could come back. So actually, by the Ministry of Culture law, everything in here has to be
photographed. So whenever we would dump a batch of pottery out to read, we would take a
photograph of it. And one with idea that is when this data goes up on Open Context, those
photographs can kind of go in with the unit pottery too. I mean myself, I mentioned that I use,
when it comes to studying the fabrics, I’ve been using a DynoLite –
Costis: Yes.
Scott:microscope, which is very helpful for taking photographs of the fabric and kind of getting
in and seeing, even when I use a hand lens or or a magnifying glass, you don’t quite get the
same level of detail, where this can help you better define what’s going on, in that sense. And
we will be doing things like petrographic analysis, for instance, hopefully. Although that I
guess isn’t as much digital until you get to that digital camera point where you…
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W59 Scott: This method developed out of, again, the database was the template that Bill had used in
some of his projects in Cyprus. So we used that as our model, kind again, of and, thinking
about – and in this case, since we were going to have multiple pottery specialists
Costis: Yes.
Scott: The idea that we needed that informatiom built in to the database. And it also was a way
of again, because these are unique numbers, if if this if I tried to do all of this again, the
database would stop me. It would come up with a warning that says you can’t do this.
Costis: Right.
Scott: But having a different reader number meant we could actually read in the same infor-
mation, but have the different perspectives independent. Fortunately, we didn’t, we were very
good about not accidentally doing that.
Costis: Yes.
Scott: We would, Sarah would read a bag of pottery and then I would grab it and read it. But it
was a way – because even we had something else further down. You know, there’s certainty.
And we did that one to five. And that was an idea with a particular batch. How certain were we
with the identification? So in this case, TISE, you noticed that the chronotype actually has the
subform, which is good because it would give us, we would type in the abbreviation, but it
would give us the full thing. So this, this was helpful for the students, too. And helpful for us
because out of 1400 abbreviations, sometimes you were guessing.
Costis: Yes, indeed. Yes.
Scott: Where, so they identified this as tile modern early. So kind of late 19th through the first
half of the 20th century. And in that case, cert 5 certainly meant I would, you know, I’d bet
money. I’d bet a lot of money that that was the identification. But there were some times – and it
was an interesting compromise, because again, we had those broad categories like ancient
historic, where if you called ancient historic you probably have a five certainty because you’ve
put it into the broadest possible category.
Costis: Yes.
Scott: But if you did want to, you know just something about it, you know, well, I might be able
to be more specific, but I also want to signify that I’m doing that without full confidence.
Costis: Right.
Scott: You know, if I want to say, you know, I actually think this is Roman, but I’m going to
drop the certainty down to 3, just to try and illustrate that I’ve done that. But we need to be
caut – , you know, when the fact we need to be cautious with something like that.
Costis: So – .
Fiori: So the reader number, when the second reader comes in reading, this has a duplicate in
the, or you have some way to save the first information, or you lose the information the first – .
Scott: No, this information would all stay. What we would do is we would just create a new
entry and what would become 201, sort of – .
Fiori: The same unit number?
Scott: Same event, same batch. And then I would just change the reader number.
Fiori: Oh.
Scott: the So original one is preserved. But now in this case, Sarah Jones was reader number
one, she could read in that same batch. And if she had looked at it, and like, you you know
what, your identification probably wasn’t right, or I can be more specific with the identification
rather than going in and changing my entry, we could create this one that would then show we
were kind of how our date process was transforming.
Fiori: Do you have multiple entries for each unit you might have?
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Scott: And then, fortuntaely in Access, you have, you can organise it by table, and then we
would just sort, for instance, in order. numerical And in that case you would have, and you
would get these things. Sorry, gonna try to see if I,, from smallest – sort sort from largest to
smallest. Unlcear. In this case, again, you could see how a lot of the reader numbers did change.
I mean, in this case, this is my copy of the database, so.
Fiori: 2006, did they same reader number? Or batches?they, or are they different are
Scott: batches, yes. Different In 2005, you’re right. In some cases, these numbers are so close.
One of the challenges with Access is you can lose your place a little bit, which is actually why
the form can be beneficial.
Costis: So in case you have then two records and they’re really about Roman pottery, and you
have a reading by Sara and you have a reading by you, would that just generate a process in
which you would discuss about it and finalize your views? Or would it be automatically the
system, or would it in some other way would choose your reading just because you’re the
Roman pottery specialist?
Scott: I think in certain cases, what we, we made decisions, for instance, where if you had a
chronotype that was Byzantine or later and you had, for instance, my reader number for an
entry and then you had Guy’s reader number, that Guy’s reader number would cancel mine out.
Right.
Scott: Or if it was the same that if it was, you know, late Bronze Age through Hellenistic and you
had my reader number or Sarah’s, well Sarah’s reader number would be the priority to consider
there. So we did – it was kind of judgement calls in that sense, where we, we built up that
hierarchy of who is, for certain periods, whose reader number would be the most important. If
you did have multiple ones, whose reader number would be the most important in that case?
Fiori: Is that an automatic process, or you would have this priority in the – .
Scott: I think umm, at one point we tried to do that in the GIS and it was complicated. So one
thing we did do is we, we went into the master copy of the finds database and found all those
records that have duplicates, and we manually deleted the ones that would have been. So if it
was, you know, if it was mine versus Guy reader mine number, was deleted. And it was a way of
cleaning it up. But then also, that we knew that that reader was being prioritised, that we didn’t
have a case for my reading might pop up in the GIS queries, and of course that’s not necessarily
the most correct data to be using.
Costis: So in the actual finds database there isn’t a field that identifies that this is the preferred
breathing?
Scott: No, it was – .
Costis: No, it isn’t there.
Scott: The reader number, in a sense, if the reader number was higher than two, if it was three
or four or five, that was an identifier because those were our specialists on particular periods,
people who come in.
Costis: Yes. Yes.
Scott: Whereas because I actually, think I read in 75 percent of the pottery. So my reader
number dominates the finds database.
Costis: Yes.
Scott: But that’s why it was also important to bring in these other individuals, because my
specialty is Roman pottery. And of course, when you go to the margins and I’m trying to read in
early Helladic
Costis: Yes.
Scott: Or 19th century, your degree of confidence, you know, where I’m glad that they came in,
because I could look at it and sometimes go, well, I think it’s prehistoric or early Bronze Age.
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And then Daniel Pullen could come in and say, I think you’re right or you’re wrong, or if I’m,
even if I was right he could say, well, yes, but it’s actually early Helladic 1.
Costis: Yes.
Scott: You know, and be much more specific. Which is good.

W60 Scott: the Right now, finds database is the primary source for queries in the GIS. We haven’t
really used the catalogue database to do that. And I think one of the reasons is yes, we do have
good representative data, but it doesn’t really give us a fully quantified sample, in the sense
where if you really want that idea of the landscape, of transformation, of settlement patterns
and of quantities of artefacts, we still need the finds database to do that, because those 20,000
batches provide a fuller picture than just the 1300 that are here. Where, in some cases, for
certain periods, we just, either we didn’t catalogue a lot of material because we didn’t have
material that was really we could catalogue, or there just wasn’t an overall high volume. So
you’d almost create these patterns where there’s not much there for a certain period and that
might not be as effective.

W61 Costis: You mentioned that the catalogue will find its way eventually in Open Context. How will
that happen? Do you have a mechanism to do that already? Have you tried – .
Scott: We do. We actually have a landing page on Open Context already
Costis: Yes.
Scott: That’s been set up. Bill and Dimitri talked thwith Eric Kansa. I don’t know the specific
process, although I know Bill has done it
Costis: Yes, yes.
Scott: For at least one of his projects on Cyprus. So that is kind of one of our plan – the idea that
getting all of this individual data out there in the open sense would be beneficial, one, because
it does present a fuller publication in any monograph or article could ever – I mean, especially
in a final publication, the catalogue data will be there, but the finds data, I’m not even sure how
you, unless you had just endless series of tables that would not be helpful at all,

W62 Scott:We’ve had a, I mean, we have a few missing objects, for instance, where, where that can
be frustrating. Yesterday, in fact, I was trying to help Nicole find an object, where in the finds
database it’s labelled as one thing.
Costis: Yes.
Scott: And then the catalogue database it appears twice, which should not happen because we
have checks in place where you can’t have the same numbers appear twice, but it does. There’s
two entries, and they are for two different things, neither of which matches up with the finds
database.
Costis: Fascinating.
Scott: And I’ve been able to find the original finds database piece and one of the objects in the
catalogue. And neither one is the one that she was looking for.
Costis: Right.
Scott: So that’s frustrating because it’s it’s labelled as a geometric piece, and we don’t have that
much geometric pottery. So this, you know, last year Sarah and Nicole did a very good job of
building up a more comprehensive catalogue assemblage. And you just wonder what hap-
pened. Was it a typo where you might have had maybe a couple of tags sitting in front of you?
And unfortunately, because we don’t, we can’t find that piece, we don’t know who might have
catalogued it. But in that case, the frustrating part is we probably won’t be able to find it,
because unless we actually went and looked at every tag, at every catalogue piece, that’s 13, you
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know, that would take an entire day. And if it is actually under a different tag, there’s no
guarantee we’d find it anyways because you’d be looking – so. So we do have things like that
that have happened, or I think in some cases we have had data that’s dropped out, where we’ve,
in the finds database… You know, every time I would create one of the, you know, read in
pottery a week for I’d know how many units I’ve read in because Access at the bottom tells you
how many entries there are.
Costis: Yes.
Scott: And then you go to the master and be looking amd go those, that number should be
higher. And for some reason, things are just – or I had it happening where we were merging the
catalogue database and maybe realised that we didn’t have the checks, where we went to merge
it and suddenly found out that half the entries had doubled up. You know, we’d merged the
same thing twice so they were all there. And that was causing confusion because when
somebody would go in and make changes, they might make it on one of it, and then another
person would go in and do it on the second. So then you had to go in and kind of delete like half
of it. So we do have those little tricks that happen.
Costis: Who takes care of that? Is it Bill’s job to – .
Scott: Bill takes care of things like that.
Costis: Fix problems? ]
Scott: I think, I’m the one who’s curated the catalogue database and then he curates the finds
database.
Costis: I see.
Scott: And then the unit database.

W63 Scott: And entire the course was just stories about Ezra Zubrow. We didn’t actually open a GIS
database once. So in this sense, I mean, what we’ve done is, for each of the main pottery
specialists, so for myself, for Sara, for Guy Sanders, for Daniel Pullen, the graduate students
have teamed, we’ve teamed up graduate students too. So, for instance, and Joey Frankel has
been helping me, and I’ve been kind of relying on him to run a lot of the queries that we do the
for Roman period. And I think there’s an advantage there too, where he can do a lot of that. And
it doesn’t mean we’re doing it at the same and where we’re contradicting or cancelling each
other’s or whatever. I work can focus on certain things and he can focus on that. Where I’m
focussing on the pottery chapter right now, and for the preliminary report one of our case
studies will be on the Roman period, and Joey has been writing that. So based on a lot of these
queries been done, and I think we’ve been able to do that, you know, I think it’s the same as
Sarah and then Melanie and they ran McCaul, queries is more she have than would done. Or you
know, with Daniel and Grace. So we we’ve been able to team up in that way, and kind of let the
people with more experience do that. Where, I mean, I I have GIS on my computer in my office. I
do use it for a few things. Like I am, the, I I use it to track distribution patterns, but I just don’t
have the formal training in queries. I think if I sat down with Bill we could probably figure it out.
But I also think it’s, you know, all of us, we had experience as grad students with projects kind
of really let us get access to data. We got we all got publications out of it. And we’re trying to do
something similar too. You know, let them be as engaged as possible in the process.

W64 Scott: I think they do help us be a lot more efficient. Because like with the digital cameras, the
idea that you don’t really have to worry about the number of photos you’re taking, or you’re not
necessarily as concerned about this, if this photo wasn’t great, I can just take another one or I
could come back the next day, not needing to develop the them and cost involved. With the
databases, I like the fact, again, the efficiency of having all of that data available and
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searchable, because one of the professors with on Crete,, he I’ve does worked still everything by
hand. And now the project he works on, you know, his registrar said, well, I’m going to take
those notes and I’m going to put them into an access database. But otherwise, it’s a lot longer to
do that. I think there’s more chance for inconsistency. There’s the idea that you can’t read it – I
struggle to read his handwriting, for instance. So that causes issues. Where we could do things a
lot faster and based on the volume of material we had, the idea of being efficient was really
important, before this would turn into a 10 year project simply because we were just constantly
processing the finds. And I think doing it in a way where, I was kind of to be talking and saying
everything and the students would be typing. And it made it effective, too. I did discover I was
faster if I just do it. If I sat there looking at pottery, type it in, I could do it a little faster. But then
again I have more experience so I knew what I was going to say. I mean we encountered certain
difficulties like spellings in some cases.

W65 Scott: I think so, because we have been able to collect data at a much vaster quantity than you
would have been able to 20 years ago without the use of these databases or this type of
photography. And also, I think we can share it in a way with everyone on the project, where it’s
not just archives here that you have to have, you know, photocopies of or you need to kind of
carry around in bulk. And also the idea that we’ll be able to share it wider, make open access it
much too. I think, one thing you know is that just the volume of data that archaeologists collect
continues to increase, and partly that’s a consequence, you know, you have access to digital
methods so collect more data, but I think it’s also helping with sharing. And just getting access
to types of data who wouldn’t have access to otherwise.

W66 Scott: I think, one, at well least some background with these technologies. This is something
we’re trying to do in my program, is offer more instruction in the technology itself. I think
having some background – I mean one thing, and this isn’t necessarily just for archaeology, I
think it’s actually one of those beneficial skills if you were to get a degree in archaeology and
then go do something else, is using programs that Microsoft Excel and Access. You know, with
Excel, for instance, they have all those complicated calculations and functions you can do. And
those are programs that are used in businesses all over the world. And you realise that, well,
and they’re key to what we do, too, that those are the types of skills I think that students could
have. Never, and they being able to walk into a project like this and here’s a database that we’re
going to use, can you start typing into it? With other things, I think with things like drones or
digital photography, you really have to have the technology at hand. And you can say, well, this
is a drone and this is how we fly it, but you kind of have to show them off.
Costis: Yes.
Scott: You take, you take a turn. As frightening as that might be, because you don’t want a
crash into the ground. But now. So in a field school, we do have this digital class at my school
and also a landscapes course where we do try and do a little bit of that. You know, we have a
drone where we’ll take it up to one of the fields and then the students take a turn to fly it.

W67 Scott: And, or that they have experience with photo – photogrammetry or flying a drone or all
of these other things. It’s now becoming more of a sta – it’s almost replacing like the standard
repertoire of skills. You know, stringing up a line level and drawing a diagram by hand. Now we
have other skills that the you need to have.

W68 Scott: I think here the the risk with any data storage is the need to curate the data and ensure,
I mean, I guess I think this is, you know, one of those fundamental big data challenges where, if
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you keep it in a certain format for 10 years, will it still be readable 10 and 20 years from now?
Whereas, you know, this was the one advantage of paper notebooks, is provided they survive,
go Corinth and we to can Athens and look at the notebooks from 90 years ago and they have all
that information. So I think partly it’s making sure we use file formats that will be, in order
words PDF or JPEG TIFF, whichever or ones, you know, have long term consistency. And then
just making sure we’ve kept things updated so that we don’t run into a problem where you have
all this digital data… One of my colleagues, retired colleagues in my program, I think, IT said
her computer has more data on it than any other computer, and that’s 25 from of archaeology.
years And has she problems where she still has boxes of floppy disks. You know, she has so
much data that she just can’t keep it updated. Or it’s Microsoft Word formats from the late 90s
that just don’t open on new computers. And then that’s when you run into problems, I think, on
the digital side, is you just have to think ahead of think carefully data. you need to do with
this of

W69 Scott: And it will identify you it. And, know, I think at a certain point we will, and I think that’s
happening to one extent in resource cultural management. The is, idea what do you need
people trained in the use of the technology, or trained in the archaeology behind it. And I don’t
think those are bad questions to have. I think it’s just we’re going to face some of those
challenges in the future, as there’s a push, I think. And I, I mean I know I do this for hours on
end. I hold pieces of pottery up next to a book and flip pages. If there was a faster method I
would not be opposed to.

W70 Machal: Like trial by fire.

W71 Melanie: But Bill builds the databases for us, so like writing it is a whole other game.
Costis: Yeah.
Melanie: We just have to use them, so haha.

W72 Scott: I’ve discovered I prefer using digital calipers because they can give you a more precise
measurement, and I think you can trust too that would be consistent. Whereas if you just use
the plastic or the metal ones a lot of it is you’re trying to read the line, it slows the work down
and this could be a lot faster. The only challenge, of course, is the one I have is in millimetres.

W73 Melanie: I mean, digital’s nice. They’re actually –McCaul bought me digitial ones for my
birthday. So! Um so I love them. Well, those actually –whatever. Anyway, but digital calipers
are great, because you can so quickly see the number you’re looking for, and they’re so much
more precise than the plastic ones, right there. They can get like millimeter accuracy in the way
that the plastic ones like can’t get quite as well.

W74 Melanie: I guess there’s like the challenge of actually understanding like, with us, or at least
with me, with ArcGIS. Like, the challenge for me to actually like learn that without a classroom
setting?
Costis: Yes.
Melanie: It’s sort of tricky, um, and sort of a trial-by-fire method. It works really well, but when
you need to get through – like you’re on a deadline?
Costis: Right.
Melanie: Um, that’s a little more difficult. Um. (0.4)
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W75 Machal: It’s often the case too that (.) uh, I don’t think, people don’t necc – sometimes don’t
use digital technology to its full extent? Um, like um, other survey projects. Um, like WARP with
all kinds of things with its pottery data, like it creates not only density maps, but, um. It’ll, like it
creates scatters, like kind of relationships between different things right? This other survey
project only uses GIS to do like density maps.
Costis: Right.
Machal: ‘This unit has more pottery than this unit!’ It’s like its, good to know on a basic level,
but you can really like push it so much further. But they’re just not interested, I guess, in those
questions, which is fine. Um, but it is a little frustrating to like go out and collect all that data
and then like, isn’t using it.

W76 Machal: It’s often the case too that (.) uh, I don’t think, people don’t necc – sometimes don’t
use digital technology to its full extent? Um, like um, other survey projects. Um, like WARP with
all kinds of things with its pottery data, like it creates not only density maps, but, um. It’ll, like it
creates scatters, like kind of relationships between different things right? This other survey
project only uses GIS to do like density maps.
Costis: Right.
Machal: ‘This unit has more pottery than this unit!’ It’s like its, good to know on a basic level,
but you can really like push it so much further. But they’re just not interested, I guess, in those
questions, which is fine. Um, but it is a little frustrating to like go out and collect all that data
and then like, isn’t using it.
Costis: So only use it for a density map.
Machal: Yeah, yeah.
Fiori: That was also a survey project?
Machal: It was, yeah.
Costis: So as I understand, you see also power in allowing new kinds of questions, perhaps, to
be answered.
Machal: Yeah. I think, I mean, I love GIS, I love what it can do. I just, the thing that I worry
about with GIS is that people, uh, kind of use it as the end-all-be-all and they don’t – I think it’s
a really useful tool, but I don’t think it’s the end-all-be-all. Like you can still ask questions of it,
and then peer-reviewed it.

W77 Melanie: And so there’s a great – now it’s easier to have all that digit-digital data just sort of
waiting for someone to come and access. But um, I guess the risk is, if you do that, you have to
have a system that can hold all of that data. Whereas if you have notebooks, just stacks and
stacks of notebooks, you can just put them in a basement. Y’know, they-they’re not gonna go
away, but you have to pay for storage or you have to like have that kind of storage capacity
digitally. So it could like, we could just throw out a whole terabyte of WARP data tomorrow
because our DropBox gets too full. Like, we won’t! But, haha, y’know, like, there’s like the
potential for someone to make that decision, based on current research interests versus future
research interests, which might actually really want that terabyte of data. So, y’know.

W78 Machal: I think ((unclear)) for the most part it’s good. If the archaeologist using the, this
technology so choose, like they can make that data public. Um, so the people like, not just get
the report, but they can see like everything. I think that’s the goal of WARP in the end, is to have
like kind of an open context so people can like, look at…
Melanie: The metadata.
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Machal: The metadata. Yeah. Um, so it kind of (.) the data’s out there. Like, I’m thinking of, we
have, a friend at Corinth who worked with like education and kind of community outreach?
Like, that’s a, like an actual dataset that someone, an educator, could take and kind of turn into
like, a classroom activity to like, teach kids about archaeology. Like, I think it offers a lot of cool
kind of like outreach opportunities by making it accessible? But again, that’s like up to the
archaeologist. If they so choose to like make their data public. And some people don’t do that
because they… (.) are stingy.
Melanie: Yeah.
Costis: What do you say to that, Melanie?
Melanie: Uh, yeah, I agree. Um. Yeah, making it acessible is a good, is a good thing. Especially
if you have the like means to do so, which WARP is lucky to have. Um. And more presentable
and digestible, I guess? Like if the public had to come to see the WARP exhibit in the Argos
museum in 20 years when it opens, like, heh, they would have to come to Argos to see that stuff.
Now, if they want they can – they can go on – or, soon, if they want, they can go online and see
all of it. Um, and they can sort of decide what level of interaction. Do they want the metadata or
do they want the big picture? Do they want to see the picture of uh, Lyrkeia via drone? What is it
that they wanna get out of the data, and they can pick and choose that on their own.

W79 Melanie: I think for me, it’s, um. Sort of having a comfortable relationship with Microsoft
Access, with (.) getting different technologies to communicate with each other? Because I think
that’s something that like, in a classroom setting, you won’t really use GIS on its own, but what
kind of data are you using, did your professor already throw it in the program for you.
Costis: Yeah.
Melanie: So getting those things to communicate was really useful. Um. Yeah.

W80 Melanie:We did maybe a handful of things in that class, so I was like, those are the handful of
things that I understand how you do them on GIS. And we get here, and we, I mean we weren’t
particularly responsible that first year for creating much through GIS, but just understanding
how we got from walking in the field to different kinds of maps and analyses produced at the
end of the day for me, wa-was hard at the beginning and figuring out how to actually produce
and understand um, those relationships.
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